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Federal government proposes

More cuts for'student aid
By KEVIN SU'ITERER
During Fiscal Year 1981,
substantial cuts in student
financial aid were made on
both the Federal and State
leveis of our government.
We all felt these cuts this last
fall and many of us are still
trying to recover from' their
results. Since then, the
Federal Government has
revealed proposals that will,
within the next four years,
essentially eliminate all
forms
of
federallysubsidized financial aid for

students attending postsecondary schools,
According to Mr. Charles
Marshall,
Executive
Director of the National
Association of College Admission Counselors, "There
are planned rescissions for
Fiscal Year 1982 which
would take another $950
million out of student aid ...
and ... for FY 1983, student
ald would .be reduced 60
percent
from
current
levels." Mr. Marshall anticipates the following for
FY 1983: " . .. a 40 percent cut

in Pell Grants ... a 30 percent
cut in College Work Study .. .
total elimination of Supplemental Grants, Direct
Loans, State Student incentive
Grants,
and
Graduate Fellowships."
According to Senator
Thomas Eagleton, " ...the
Administration's Office of
Management and Budget is
proP,Osing to cut In half the
major
federal
grant
program targeted to low
income students, and to
again seek major legislative
to curtail the

Rolla Building
renovated
,By GREG RINKER
As part of the ongoing
restoration and renovation
of several UMR buildings a
new cupola was installed on
top of the Rolla Building
during the holiday
The cupola, on top of which
is a weathervane, stands
eighteen feet tall and Is
made of aluminum. A bell
will be installed in it later
this year.
The new cupola is tw~
thirds as large as the
original wooden structure
which had to be removed
around the end of World War
II due to roof problems. 1be
designers were able to use
old photographs to make the
new cupola closely resemble
the orginal one, The design,
fabrication and installation
was done by Campbellsville
Industries of Campbellsville, .
Kentucky, and carried a
price tag of $14,553.
The restoration of the
Rolla Building, UMR's
oldest, is intended to make
its exterior appearance
similar to what It was after
its construction 110 years
ago. Plans also call for
shoring up the brickwork
and refurbishing the interior. -

guaranteed student loan
program designed primarily
for middIe income students."

In a speech on the Senate
Floor, Senator Eagleton said
that "Under the present
program
parameters,
students from families with
annual incomes of more than
$18,000 would be virtually
eliminated
from
par. ticipation. Under the continuing resolution, SEOO's
will be cut by 22 percent. .. "
A proposed budget of
"Higher Education Ap-

propriations" for FY 1983 hl;lve the opportunity to do
reveals proposed cuts of 56 . this in two ways. In .the next
percent to Pell Grants, total week or so, ".group appeals"
elimination of SEOO's and ' will be circulating around
National Direct Student campus which essentially
Loans, and only sufficient state that the individuals
funds for the Guaranteed who sign these appeals are
Student Loan Program to against the·abovementioned
By
maintain loans . already Federal Proposals.
signing one of these appeals,
issued to students.
you
are
merely
As students who are
directly affected by these acknowledging that you are
PJ;Oposals, it is both your
see
duty and Qbligation to let
your
government
Student aid
representatives hear your
page 7
vie~s. The students of UMR

Cost engineering stressed
By KEN DONNELLY

recess,

4 '

•

The new cupola Installed on the top of the Rolla
Building.

(Photo by Wellington)

Due to today's economic
condition, the importance of
cost engineering is being
s~ by an orgarllzation
known as the America
Association
of
Cost
Engineers. (AACE).
A student affiliate of this
organization presently has
it's petition for recognition
before
Student
Affairs
where, upon approval, it will
be sent to the Academic
Council for final approval.
The academic council will
next be meeting at the end of
February.
The
group
who
is
organizing this venture is
directing their attention to
the engineering dISCiplines
that either offer engineering
economy courses or advise
their students to utilize it as
a technical elective. The
following student chapters
have, or will be having, a list
for prospective members
passed around at their
meetings. These are the
American
Institute
of
Chemical
Engineers
(AIChE) ,
the American
Society of Civil Engineering
(ASCE)
the
American

Society of Engineering
Mangement (ASEM) , the
.American
Society
of
Mechanical
Engineers
(ASME) and the Society of
Mining Engineers (SME).
By participating in the
America Association of Cost
Engineers the organization
believes it can help a company's .management to
reduce
costs,
control
budgets, meet schedules,
minimize risks, and improve
profits, AACE does this by
making available to its'
members papers presented
by authorities in the field at
the AACE annual meetings
and
International Cost
Engineering Congresses. It
. sponsors seminars, offers

the opportunity for the exchange of ideas at monthly
meetings, publishes ' a bimonthly magazine, bas a
cost engineering literature
library and makes available .
to members only a Cost
Engineers' Notebook containing
references
to
technical information.
AACE also offers a. certification
examination
which,
upon
passing,
recognizes a person as a
Certified Cost Engineer or
Certified Cost Consultant.
These examinations consist

see AACE
page 7

Fire at ·T J

. By JERRY SCHLUETER

There was a fire at T.J .
Friday, Jan. 29, at about 5:30
p.m. The fire started at the
trash collection point in the
basement of the building.
The building was immediately evacuated and the
fire department was called.
Before the fire department

got there, the sprinklers
came on and extinguished
the fire. The firemen made
sure everything was completely extingulshed before
they left, and the students
were allowed to go back to
their rooms.
,
The fire only lasted five or
ten minutes, and the real
cause is still unknown.

Personal !lesource ,Development Series' offered
center is sponsoring the
Personal
Resource
Many people on campus Development Series. .
The Personal Resource
know that the counseling and
testing center is a part of Development Programs are
UMR but do not realize ~ designed to enhance skills
for academic success and
many services that it offers.
In addition to the individual . personal success.
Alumni
and
current
counseling 'on personal,
academic and vocational students were surveyed to
questions, the coUnseling ascertain those areas, In
By KAREN PENNEY

- .=-----~

academic and non-technIcal
skills that they needed to
develop. Many graduates
from technIcal institutions
lack the necessary personal
and social skills to competitively function in industry.
The program is dIvided
into two areas, professional'
skills and academic sur-

vival. Some of the courses in
professional skills have
already been completed.
The courses remainIng in
the Professional Skills Series
are Interviewing Skills,
Assertive Communication
Skills, Conflict Resolution,
Dual Career Marriages and
Differentness.
Interviewing skills will be

presented by Patricia Mill,
M.A., Thursday, Feb. 4 3 :30-4:30 p.m. in the Walnut
room 201, University Centeron
West.
Information
preparation for the interview, the interview itself
and the follow-up will be
presented to help participants make the most of
their
job
interviews.

Enrollment is limited so
signing up at the counseling
center is required.
Assertive Communication
skills is a five part series on
appropriate ways to ef-

see Series
page 6
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MISSOURI MINER

EVENT
Editor's Note: If your organization is having a ·
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
Building T-l before Monday at 9 p.m. and we will
list it in the Activities Section of the paper. No
articles submitted will be printed unless written
in complete sentences with proper grammar. No
schedule or flyers will be rewritten and
.published by the staff for the Activities Section.
H your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity, get us
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise tbe event free of charge in this space.
'lbe MINER reserves the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.

GEPHARDTLECrURE
Congressman Richard A. Gephardt, Third District, st. Louis County
will be the guest speaker at the Jeffersonian Women's Democratic
club of Phelps County Valent!ne Dinner on the evenIng of February
12th. The Reception at6 : 15 p.m. and Dinner at 7: 15 p .m. will be held In
Centennial Hall, UMR Guests are welcome. Reservations are due by
February 9th. A check for $7.50 per person should be malled to Gloria
Brown, 2107 Vichy Road, Rolla. For information call 3&HXI88 or 3646431.

SPORTS CAR CLUB
The UMR Sports. Car Club will be having a St. Valentine's Day
Massacre Road Rally, Saturday, Feb. 13. If you plan to attend and
haven't picked up an information packet and/or filled out a membership form please call Jeff, Room 702 at 364-9972 or Tom, Room 328
at 364-9956.

~UN_AY
JOY LUTHERAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION
TONIGlIT'SFILM
'''The Stunt Man" with Peter O'Toole 7 : 30 p.m. at Miles Auditorium
(M.E. 104). Admission $2.25 or season ticket.
WARGARMERS
There will be a meeting of the Wargamer's Association of Rolla on
Thursday, February 4th, at 7:00 In Room;106 M-Cs. Anyone Interested
In wargamiDg is invited to attend
M-CLUB
M-Club will meet tonight, Thursday, Feb. 4, at 7:00 p.m., In Room
121 of the ME Building. Possible topics of discussion will be the lynching of thosewbo forget the requisite edibles and beverages.

The JOY Lutheran Student Organization Is bosting a " Welcome
Back" skating party to be held Sunday, Feb. 7, at the Magic Lantern
RInk. Car pools will begin forming at the Lutheran Campus House
(805 W. 11th St.) at 1:15 p.m. We Invite all members and guests and
encourage everyone Interested to join us for an afternoon of skating
and getting acquainted with the JOY Group. Following the skating, at
5: 00 p .m. , a cost supper will be held at the Campus House.
The Joy Group looks to be very active this spring and we Invite
everyone to become a pari of our service and fellowship.

DARTS TOURNAMENT
The University Center Program Councll at the University of
MissourI-RDI\a will sponsor a darl tournament at 5 p.m. Thursday,
Feb. 11, In tile game room of the University Center-East.
The tournament is free and open to all UMR students. Interested
Individuals may sign up for the competition at the MIner Canteen In
the Univer-sity Center-East.
The tournament will feature an open division (both men and
women), double e11mInation and the game "301. "
The winDer will travel, all-expenses paid, to Wichita State
University, Wicbita, Ran., to represent UMR In the Association of
College Unioos International Region 11 darl tournament Feb. 19-20.

CO-OP ASSOCIATION

AIAA
The first meeting of the Semester will be held Monday, Feb. 8, at
7:00 p.m. In the ME Auditorium. Dr. Hewitt, a re.t ired Navy attack
and test pilot, now head of Flight Control Research at Northrop, will
present "Digital Flight Controls: Past, Present, and FUture." Upcoming activities will be discussed, memberships taken, and refresh·
ments served.
ECONCLUB
Meeting Feb. 8 at 7:30 In room 103 H-8S. Door prizes to be given.
Everyone welcome.
W.T. SCHRENK CHEMICAL SOCIETY
There will be a meeting of the W.T. Schrenk Chemical Society at
7:00 p .m. Monday, Feb. 8, In room 125 of the Chemistry BuUdlng. The
.. speaker will be John Gordon of the Chemistry Deparlment. Talking
about limiting waste In the paint and coatings Industry. AU Interested
people are Invited and refreshments will be served.

The C<Hlp Association will be having its first social gathering of the

semester of Friday, Feb. 5, at 8:00 p.m. For more Information or
directions call Doug at 341-2879 or Ca!!ty at 341-3508.

MISSOURI MIN ER

The Missouri Miner is the official publication of the
students of the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is
published weekly at Rolla, Missouri. The Missouri Miner
features activities of the students and faculty of- UMR .

Editor
Chris Noonan 364 -9792
Business Manager
John Luth
364-9792
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Mary Ford
341-3969
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Advertising Staff: Lau ra Pagano, Steve Frick, Gary
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Donnelly, Mark Warner
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.
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K.M.E.
Kappa Mu Epsilon, mathematics honor society, will have its 1st
meeting for spring '82 on Feb. 9 at 6:30 p.m. In Room 209, M-CS.
Pledges, actives, and Interested students are Invited. Refreshments
will be served following the meeting.
ASEM
Tuesday, Feb. 9, at 6:30 p.m. the American Society of Engineering
Mangement will have a meeting. This is to replace last week's cancellation. The speaker will be Dick Kasper from Trane Co. The
meeting will take place In PhYSics 104.

GYMNASTICS CLUB
Tuesday, Feb. 9, there will be a GymnastiCS Club meeting at 7:00
p.m. In the gymnastics room of the Multi-Purpose BuUding. Elections
will be held for new officers.

Starts Fnday
Evenings 7 &9:10
PAUL NEWMAN
SALLY FIELD

ABSENCE
OF
MALICE

~

Mr. Pat Davidson of Black and Veach In Kansas City will discuss
career opportunities and consulting engineering, Wednesday, Feb. 10,
7p.m. ME 104.
WESLEY
Wednesday, Feb. 10, Dr. Reed of the UMR faculty will discuss the
Christian falth and student life at the Wesley Foundation tonight at
6:00. Everyone is welcome. The Wesley Foundation is located at 403
W.EighthSt.

3 Stooges ·
Film Festival
All seats $1.50
Fri.-Sat. 11 :30 p .m.
Sat. Matinee 2 p.m.

*
***
***
**

facts

No One Under 18 Admitted

I3-ALIEN-II:30

stu
JJeeIl

GRADUATES
If you are a student graduating from an accredited engineering
curriculum during the spring, summer, or fall, 1982, you are eligible
to apply for enrollment as an Engineer In Training. The Fundamentals of Engineering Examination will be given on Saturday,
AprU 17, 1982, from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. at 'the Unvierslty of
Missouri-Rolla.
Applications for enrollment are avallable In the Civil Engineering
Office, Room 111 of the Butler-Carlton Civil Engineering Hall. The
application must be completed, and along with a check for $20.00,
malled directly to : MissourI Board for Architects, Professional
Engineers and Land Surveyors, P .O. Box 184, Jefferson City, MO

stepb

65102.

vetera

The deadline for applications is March 4, 1982.
Transcripts of grades need not be sent until after graduation.
The day before the exam a list will be posted ' In the Civil
Engineering BuUding showing Individual room assignments for the
test.
Review sessions wIl be held on the following dates : from 7: 00-10: 00
p.m., March 23, 25 and 30, and AprU 1, 13, 14 and 15.
Topics and rooms will be announced later. AU applicants are
welcome to attend.
MAY GRADUATES
If you will be completing requirements for a degree at the end of the
spt:ing semester, you should make application for that degree by
going to the Registrar's Office at your earliest convenience. The
Registrar's Office will not be able to Include you with other students
finishing undergraduate and graduate degrees on May 16 unless you
make application with Lauren Peterson.

Subscripts
present a live recreation of
the era of silent movies in a
Have you always wanted performance of "Silent
Theatre"
on
to go to Las Vegas to gam- Comedy
ble? Well, since you can't, Thursday, Feb, 18 at 8 p.m.
SUB will give you a chance at UMR's Cedar Steeet
at the tables on Friday, Center, Seventh and Cedar
April 17 at 8 p.m. in St. streets in Rolla.
"Silent Comedy Theatre"
Pat's Ballroom. There will
brings alive the antics of
be games of Black Jack,
Charlie Chaplin and other
Roulette, Poker and Chuck- silent movie greats. It's an
a-Luck. Come out and test interesting and delightful'
performance for young and
your skill against Lady Luck . old. The performance is free
and open to the public. For
and win some prizes.
more information contact
"Silent Comedy '!beater"
the Student Union Board at
Mime Dan · Kamin will
UMR at 341-4220.
CASINO NIGHT

The first step
for the rest of your
LIFE
Why should you think about life insurance now,
when you're still young? Because, every year
that you wait, it costs more to start your financial
planning. That's why.
Let us show you the
college plan purchased by
more seniors than any other.

Feb. 12&

still
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Rich Meier
Mark Davis
717 Pine Suite 201
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Killing as an organized sport
and
lamp-black incident.
LONG' BEACH, CA (CPS)
Jack Brick, bead of the guns
- Officials at Cal State
campus police, says Reagan smeared all over their faces,
"You mean they carry
claimed he 'and his friend and dam n~ar got shot."
University-Long Beach are
around guns and point them
International Association at one another?" he asked
were p1aying hide-and-seek
still piecing together the
of Campus Law En- incredulously. "I would hope
facts
surrounding
the
at the time.
, Brick contends King was forcement Administrators
December 5th shOOting of a
they knew better."
student believed to have
blameless. "It was dark and leader James L . McGovern
his
McGovern
says
been playing a simulated
foggy, and they were was "shocked" when in·
organization will now inassassination
• game. , carrying replicas of M-16 !,ormed of the Long Beach
vestigate the game. and
semi-automatic
ri1les,
Meanwhile, the college law
complete with scopes. The
enforcement community is
officer had no way of
rallying to take precautions
knowing they were toys."
to avoid similar incidents on
Before the incident, a
other campuses.
growing number of camCal State student Michael
puses and college police
Reagan was shot twice by
campus . security officer
officers
had
actively
of
the '
disapproved
Stephen King, an ll-year
veteran of the department,
assassination games
when King mistook a toy gun
which are called names like
that Reagan was branKiller, Godfather, Assassin,
dishing for a real gun.
and KAOS (for Killing As An
Reagan,
who
was
Organized Sport). At ,least
hospitalized
in
critical
eight campuses have banned
condition, is expected to
the game, in which' students
recover ' fully from the
stalk and "attack" each
. wounds.
other with toy guns or rubber
"Officer
King
was
darts.
'
patrolling the campus on the
This fall, University of
night of the shooting,"
Florida campus police ofrecalls CSU-LB Director of
ficer Atkins Warren warned
Public Affairs Bob Breunig,
the game could "turn into a
"wben he saw two people real disaster" if officers saw
getting out of a car and students stalking through
cocking what appeared to be , the university. Tulane police '
shotguns."
officers issued a similar
When King , told the warning last spring,
students to halt, Breunig
"We didn't even know the
says, Reagan pointed his toy
games existed," Brick says.
weapon at the officer. ,King,
"But now we've gotten calls
, unaware the gun was a toy,
from all over the country
fired, hitting Reagan twice.
about similar games on
Although Reagan denies
other campuses. The UCLA
he
was
playing
an
chief of police told me his
assassination game, police officers - almost fired at a
suspect, he, was part of one bunch of students who
- 1
similar to those popular on jumped out at them from
other camnuses nationwide.
some bushes. They had toy First Amendment at work.

alert
campus
security
directors
around
the
country.
Long Beach officials, who
say they expect a lawsult
will be filed against them in
connection with the incident,
are considering measures to
ban the game there.

Brick _notes the irony.
"When 1 first came here ten
years ago, there was a big
battle over arming the
campus police. Now the
students are playing with
guns, and pretending to kill
one another."

(Photo by Stanfield)

Campus po/ice conduct searches
College Press Service

its
ruling
that
the
January Supreme Washington case was "a
Court case began with classic instance of insimilar charges of over- ' criminating evidence found
zealousness of a Washington in plain view" during the
State University security officer's "lawful access to an
guard.
of
individual's ' area
The incident occurred in privacy."
1979, when the WSU officer
saw student Carl Overdahl
leaving his dorm ' building
holding a hottle of gin. When
he was stopped, Overdahl
explained his Identification
Campus Press Service
was in his dorm room. The
officer then accompanied
A number of campuses are
Overdahl up the room,
where he spied a marijuana marking the new year on a
pipe. the guard also found new, somewhat-libidinous
other drugs in the room form of entrepreneurial
when Overdahl and his spirit: pin-up style calendars
roommate waived theIr featuring full color photos of
campus
rights, and consented to a scantlly.eJad
beauties, avallable in both
search.
Overdahl
subsequently male and female versions.
Ambitious- students at
claimed he should not have
campuseS
are
been charged with drug various
possession because the making a nifty profit from
search had been conducted the new calendar craze, with
sales running into the
without a warrant.
The Supreme Court said in thousands of dollars for
order."
The

Campus
police
have
essentially the same rights
as off-campus officers when
it comes to conducting
searches without warrants
of student dorm rooms,
according to a recent ruling
by the U.S, Supreme Court.
Less than a week after the
ruling, campus police ' at
Middlebury
College
in
Vermont searched several
stu<kmts' dorm rooms for
copies of a secret memo that
named a student involved in
a campus plagiarism case.
The students whose rooms
were searched are considering filing an invasionof-privacy lawsuit against
the college's administration.
The administration had
mistakenly sent the memo to
members of a studentfaculty group. Dean Steven
Rockefeller ordered th~
college police to retrieve the
memo, and "they got overzealous in carrying out my

Although campus law
enforcement officials said
they were pleased with the
ruling,
it
will
not
significantJy change how
campus police conduct
business.
says
James
McGovern, director of the

International Association of
Campus Law Enforcement
Administrators.
"Campus police officers
are well-trained in search
and seizure procedures,"
McGovern comments. "The
only difference Is perhaps an

extension of previOusly
established procedure. An
officer
can
observe
questionable material by eye
and be within his rights to '
search the premises."

Calendar craze profitable
several of 'the publications.
But not everyone Is rushing
out to buy the timely
novelties, and one college
has even isstied a resolution
condemning the calendars
as "sexist."
Todd Headlee, a business
major at Arizona State,
takes credit for starting the
fad when he debuted his
"1981 Men of ASU" calendar
last January. Headlee says
he sold over 3000 calendars
the first week they were
released.
" For 21 years at ASU there

was a girls' calendar put out
by one of the fraternities,"
Headlee recalls. "But it was
never really marketed until
last Christmas when they
came out with · the slogan
'Girls of ASU make great
Chrisbnas gifts." That's
when 1 came up with the idea
of coming out with a men's
calendar."
Headlee's 1981 calendar
used pictures of "really
attractive" male students at
ASU, featuring a different
model for each month of the
year. "But they were all

fully clothed," Headlee
quickly adds, noting the
photos were "done tastefully
and professionally, in no way
pornographic. "
Since the ASU calendar hit
the bookstores, dozens of
other campuses have picked
up the idea.
At
Michigan
State,
students can choose "The
Men of MSU Calendar,"

see
page 9
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Tou,n amen t
Winn e,s

.

The Student Union Board
to
like
also
would

congratulate the following
people who have won these
tournaments respectively:
Bob Gummersheimer, first
and David Pierson, second in
the Billiards .Tournament.
J .T. Hunter and Dan Huff in
the Chess Tournament, Mike
Stein and Jim Neimira in the
Backgammon and Edwin
Himawan and Chris Pope in
the Table Tennis Tournament. The first place
winners now have a chance
to go to the ACUI regional
tournament .in Wichita,
Kansas. They also received
a plaque. If these people
haven't picked up their
plaques they can get them in
room 217 of the Student
Union.

Effec tivene ss
Work shop
A workshop of life/work
planning Feb. 5 and 12 at the
University of Missouri-Rolla
will lead off a series of four
two-session workshops in
personal effectiveness skills
scheduled during February
and March.'
The workshops will meet
Fridays during the noon
hour in Room 201 University
Center-West. They will be
conducted by Dr. Frances
Haemmerlie(Dee)
Montgomery of the UMR
psychology faculty. The fee
for each is $10.
Other workshops are:
"Time Management," Feb.
19 and 26; "Effective TwoCommunication
Way
SkllIs," March 5 and 12, and
Management:
"Stress
Making It work for You,"
March 19 and 26.
To register or for further
information, calI 314-341-4943
or write Martha Fort, I05A
Humanities-Social Sciences
Building, University of
Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Mo.

the
during
curriculu m
spring, summer, or fall"
1982, you are eligible to
apply for enrollment as an
Enginee r in Training. The
of
Fundame ntals
Engineer ing Examination
will be given on Saturday ,
April 17, 1982, from 8:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m. at the Unviersity
of Missouri-Rolla . .
for
Applications
enrollme nt are available in
the Civil Engineering Office,
Room 111 of the ButlerCarlton Civil Engineering
Hall. The application lJlust
be completed, and along
with a check for $20.00,
mailed directly to: Missouri
Architects,
for
Board
Professional Engineer s and
Land Surveyors, P.O. Box
184, Jefferson City, MO
65102.
The, deadline for applications is March 4, 1982.
Transcri pts of grades need
not be sent until after
.
graduati<1n .
The day before the exam a
list will be posted in the Civil
Building
Engineer ing
showing individual room
assignme nts for the test.
Review sessions wi! be
held on the following dates:
from 7:00-10:00 p.m., March
23, 25 and 30, and April I, 13,
14 and 15.
TopiCS and rooms will be
announced later. All applicants are welcome to
attend.

654Ol.

The sertes is a continuing
education program of the
UMR College of Arts and
Sciences.

E.I.T.
you are . a student
graduating from an acen~eering
credited
If

I

of
University
The
Missouri-Rolla has received
$15,283 in financial support
through Eastman Kodak
Co. 's 1981 Educational Aid .
Program .
contributions
Kodak's
include an education grant of
$1,200 to be used for a
scholarsh ip by the chemical
.engineering departme nt at
UMR, and a research grant
of $10,000 to be used by the
for
departm ent
same
fellowships for graduate
students.
As a participa nt in the
Kodak Scholars Program ,
UMR has received the
remaind er of the total
amount ($4,083) to support
Kodak Scholars in both
. chemica l engineering and
mechanical engineering.
Through Kodak's ' 1981
Educational Aid Program ,

.

.,..,

. •

No Charge For Our Services
Saturdays 10:00-1 :00

1023 Kingshighway

Weekdays 9-5

p, m. Feb. 12 at the UMR
pool, Gale Bullman MultiPurpose Building, near 10th
Street and Bishop Avenue.
Both courses will meet for
instruction from 8 a.m.-noon
and 1-4 p.m. on Saturday and
Sunday, Feb. 13-14. The
advanced course continues
with the same schedule on

·See page 5
basem

HELP WANTED:
Earn $125.00 to $250.00 per week
part time, eveni ngs and
week ends.

Departn

Eighth !
354-3947,
continull
Iffl I
Univers!
Rolla,
pilOne31

Call 364-5770

to arran ge for interv iew.

$2.79
$3.07
$3.65
$3.02
$5.00
$5.96
$6.92

8 oz. Chuck Steak
6 oz. Ribey e
8 oz. Filet
7 oz. Ham Steak
10 oz. Top Sirloin
12 oz. K.C. Strip
12 oz. T~Bone

R

TheN
an Am
folk eJIS(
Feb. 15 :

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Includes baked potato or fries and Texas toast.
Fr.ee Ice Cream With Every Meal.

Missouri

replaceD

Korean
fifth c(

Campus
Series.
The

7 p.m. 2

Center,

I

streets.
The

presents
Eastern

from Yu

G&D Steak House

C'lecOOsl

Open 7 days a week 11 :00 a .m .- 9:oo p.m .
Forum Plaza Shoppin g-Cente r

and Pol
America!

wboacc
play 75

inltrume
The 0

(Photo by Farrell)

based in

Ioored

Walk ing for those who can"t
By TIM FARREL L

"Walking for those who
can't." The motto of Craig
Davis as he walks from Los
to
California
Angeles,
Portland , Maine raIsmg
twenty-five thousand dollars
for Muscular Dystrophy in
'the process.
A native of Maine, Craig
says, "This walk is not only
for the kids, but is also a
to
challenge
personal
myself." Hefting a pack that
weighs about sixty pounds
and caI'tJ?ng twenty-two

maps Craig has set off on a ·
trip that will take another
four to five months to
complete . Up to a month ago
Craig wore shorts and since
the trip started he has worn .
out three pairs of shoes, one
of which had one thousand
miles of wear. Averaging
about twenty miles a day
Craig should arrive in
Portland around June of
eighty two.
Donations can be sent to:
M.D.A. c/o "Fuss" Davis
Maratho n Man, 622 Congress
St., Portland, Maine 04103.

~tional

Intern.
Tours of Rolla
Offering
Airline Tickets

-Comple te Travel Arrangements -Tours -Ski Trips
·Groups - Hotels & Car Reservations

341-3300

correct response to various
aquatic emergencies and
how to assist lifeguards in
search-and-rescue
procedures.
The advanced course will
teach skllIs to save one's own
life and the lives of others in
an emergency. Successful
completion of this course is a
requirem ent for serving as a
lifeguard.
Swimming tests for both
courses will be given at 7

Koda k
Educ ationa l
Aid

'. ; -A
:

J

155 academi c institutions
Red C,oss
education
34
and
Cou,s es
organizations throughout the
U.S. are sharing a total of
$4.7 million. Funding for all . Red Cross courses in "Basic
of . Kodak's Rescue and Water Safety"
elements
Educatio nal Aid Program is and "Advanced Lifesaving"
provided from the com- will be offered at the
pany's current earnings and University of Missouri-Rolla
from . funds previously set swimming pool ' beginning
Feb. 12.
aside for these purposes.
The basic course will teach
skills on saving one's own
life in an emergency, the

throughO

The look that make s
Porsd ae924 and Datsun 280Z X
owne rs look twice.

Uni~ 1

Arirang
Festival
replaced

Dancers.
"Aman

:an~g
$10,505
freight charges. tox •• ,
licen... Options extra .
.~

OPEN : 9 a.m. to 7 p.m .-Mon.-S at.
11 a.m . to 2 p.m .-Sunday

l!jUaJ

"Best Buy" sports car.

• includes dealer prep

Rolla's Larges t Select ion of Books,
Magaz ines, and Newsp apers

~~~

. RX-7: Motor Trend's

in stock
stock no_ DM033

1019 Kingshig hway (Business Loop 144)
Rolla, Missouri Phone: 364'{)999

Far Eal
several
in !he UlII
ACCOrd
Oakley,
IlIIIcert

5 speed transmiss ion.
AM / FM .tereo radio.
air condition ing. power
antenna. pin stripes,
elec. rear window
defroster . reclining
bucket seats. clock .

=====

anyOOe \

~VI

llicertWi

mustrett

Cashier's

liaJi,lJM

Feb. 12."

'llCketS

.' Student finanCin g-defer red paymen ts
. with approve d job accepta nce.

Se ller s-S ext onHwy . 63 S: Rolla , MO

; :rt

&',RoUa
FollUn

:i:er's

~UM

~Ua~

~ts
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Red Cross

cont.
Saturday and Sunday, Feb.
20-21.
Course director is Dr.
Harry Weart, chairman of
the UMR metallurgical and
nuclear
engineering
department. There is no fee
for the course but purchase
of a $3 handbook is required.
Interested persons may
sign up at the Phelps County
Red Cross office ' in the
basement of the Rolla Police
Department building, 204 E.
Eighth St., Rolla, phone 314354-3947, or at the UMR
continuing education office,
107
Mining
Building,
University of MissourlRolla, Rolla, Mo. 65401,
phone 314-341-4204.

for all others.
Tickets may be obtained
by mail by sending a
request, a check for the total
amount (made out to UMR)
and
a
self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Music
Office, 105 Harris Hall,
University of Missouri.Rolla, Rolla, Mo. 65401.

tennial Hall at the University Center-East. These
displays will be judged from
1 to 5 p.m. and will be open to
the puplic Friday night and
Saturday morning (March
Rolla.
13). Prizes will be awarded
Science and
At the fair, students from
at 2 p.m. Saturday in UMR's
area
schools
(grades
nine
Engineering
St. Pat's Ballroom.
through twelve) are invited
Grand prize this year is a
Fair
projects trip to the 33rd annual
to
exhibit
displaying
the
details
of
The 26th annual South '
and
National
Science
their research in any of 12
Central District Science and
Competition areas now Engineering Fair, to be held
Engineering Fair will be
include: behavioral ' and May 1~15 in Houston, Texas.
held March 12-13 at the
social
sciences; Other prizes include a trophy
of MIsaourtbiochemistry;
botany; for the second grand prize
chemistry; earth and space winner, trophies for first
sciences;
engineering; place in each division,
plaques,
cerenvironmental
science; medals,
cash
prizes,
mathematics
and com- tificates,
puters;
medicine
and scientific magazine subscriptions, and handbooks.
health;
microbiology;
general .a reas of science or
physics and zoology.
Students will set up their engineering.
"Because of increasing
exhibits Friday morning,
March 12, in UMR's Cen- interest in studies related to

Rome Pizza

Arirang
Replaced
The Aman Folk Dancers,
an American-international
folk ensemble, will perform
Feb. 15 at the University of
Missouri-Rolla
as
a
replacement for the Arirang
Korean Folk Festival, the
fifth concert in UMR's
Campus Performing Arts
Series.
The performance will be at
7 p.m. at the Cedar Street
Center, Seventh and Cedar
streets.
The
Aman
ensemble
presents a mixture of
Eastern European dances
from Yugoslavia, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Rumania
and Poland ' as well as Latin
American dances. Musicians
who accompany the group
play 75 authentic ethnic
instruments.
The comapny, which is
based in Los Angeles, has
toured
extensively
throughout Europe and the
Far East and has made
several ' coast-to-coast tours
in the United States.
According to Dr. David
Oakley, coordinator of the
concert series, the entire
United States tour· of the
Arirang
Korean
Folk
Festival was cancelled and
replaced by the Aman Folk
Dancers.
"Aman is the same quality
and type of program as
Arirang, and we feel that
their performance will be of
equal
value.
However,
anyone who ' has bought a
singIe-event ticket for this
cncert who wisheS a refund
must return the ticket to the
Cashier's Office, G-6 Parker
Hall, UMR, prior to Friday,
Feb. 12."
.
Tickets for the Aman
concert are available -at
Logos Bookstore, 708 Pine
St., Rolla; Books 'N' Things,
Fotum Plaza, Rolla; the
Cashier's Office, G-6 Parker
Hall, UMR, and the Cedar
Street Center . Box Office,
Rolla. The cost is $2.50 for
students and retirees and $5

the environment and energy,
a new category environmental science' - has
been added to the areas of
competition this year," says
Malcolm B. Cole, professor
of physics at UMR and
director of the regIonal fair.
Entry blanks may' be
obtained from Professor
Cole, Physics Department,
University of MissouriRolla, Rolla, Mo. 65401.
In addition to UMR, this
year's fair is sponsored by
Rolla radio stations KTTRKZNN, the Rolla .Dally
News, 'radio station KWPM
in
West
Plains,
the
Washington Missourian, the
Gasconade
County
Republican in Owensvllle,
the Licking News and the
Mansfield Mirror.

& ·Spagqetti House
10" SMAll

"Gawge" Menlfre-St. Pat 1901 Allen and Jones
trail beavers.
.
(Photo Courtesy St. Pat's Board)

12" MEDIUM

14" LARGE

Cheese . .... .. .. ... . ... . . . .. . . ..... .. ... $3.10 . .. ... $4.20 .. .... $5.40
Onion ..... . ..... .... . ... .. . . . . .... . . . : .. $3.50 .. .. .. $4.70 ... . .. $6.00
Green Pepper . .. .. ..... .. ... .. ... . .. .. . . $3.50 .... .. $4.70 . ..... $6.00
Black 01 ive ........ , . . .. .. ...... . . . .... .. $3.50 . ... .. $4.70 ... . .. $6.00
Mush room .. ..... ... .... . . . .... .... . . .. . $3.50 . . .... $4.70 .. .... $1>.00
Beef . .. . ....... . .... . .... . .. .. . ... .... . . $3.50 ... ... $4.70 . . .. . . $6.00
Pepperoni ... .. . . . . : .... . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . $3.50... . ... $4.70 . . .... $6.00
Canadian Bacon . ... .. ..... . ....... . ..... $3.50 ...... $4.70 ...... $6.00
Sausage .. .. . . ....... . .... . .. , . . .... ... . . $3.50 . . .. . . $4.70 .. . . .. $6.00
Bacon ........ : . . ........ . .. . . . .. . .. . .... $3.50 . . .... $4.70 ...... $6.00
Anchovies . . ............ . .. ... .. .. . ... ... $3.50 . . ... . $4.70 . ..... $6.00
Shrimp .. . . ... . . . ..... . ... . . ... ... .. ..... $3.50 ..... . $4.70 . . .... $6.00
House Special. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $5.00 ....... $6.20 ... . ... $7.50
SAUSAGE , PEPPERONI , BEEF, GREEN PEPPER, ONION , MUSHROOM

Extra Ingredients . ..... . . . . .... . .. . . . . . . ... .45 .. ..... . .. 50 ...... .. .. 60

Engineers:
Find out about
the Nuclear Navy.
If you think you have the abil ity and desire
to master nuclear engineering, the Navy's
Nuclear Propulsion Program has openings
for about 200 outstanding college graduates.
There's a Navy Recruiting Officer ready to
give you all the details on how you can
become someone special in the new Navy.

Pasta

Side Orders

Spaghetti with meat sauce ..... $2.20
with meat balls . .. . . .. . : . $2.90
Lasagna .. ..... . ...... . .. . . . .. $2.90
Veal 'P armesan ..... . .. . ...... $3.50
Ravioli ... . .. . ................ $2.60

Garlic Bread ........ . ...... 30'
Italian Peppers ........... . BO'

SERV ED WITH GARLIC BREAD

Salads

CHOI CE OF DRESSINGS: THOUSAND ISLAND, FRENCH , BLUE CHEESE , OR ITALIAN

Tossed Salad ..... . . . . . ......... . . ........... . . . .... . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . 70'
with shrimp .... . .. . . . . . .... . .. . ... . .... . . . . . . ................ $1.70
Greek Salad ... ... . . .. ..... . ..... .. . . ..... . ......... . .....
. . $1.BO
Chef Salad ..... . .. . .. . . . .... . . . ............ Small $2.00 .
Large $2.75

SaQdwiches
Canadian Bacon . . ....... .. ....................... . ... . ........... $1.BO
Ham . ...... . . . ... . . .. . . .. . .... . .......... . .. .. .. . .. . ... . ... ... ... $1.BO
Meat Ball . ... . ... .' . . . ..... .. . .. .. . ....... . . . ........ . ...... .. . . .. $1.60
Roast Beef .. .. .. ... ....... .. .. .... .. ... . ... . . . .. . . . ...... . . . .. .. . $1.BO
Veal Parmesan . . . . .. . .. .. ..... .... . . . .. . . . . ..... . ........ . . . . . . . . $2.40
SERV ED W ITH POTATO CHIPS

DriQks

Lieutenant Mike Wice
will be on campus on
8 & 9 Feb. in the
Placement Office

PepSi, 7·Up, Dr. Pepper
Mountain Dew
Glass 40' Pilcher $1 .75
Coffee .. .. .. _.... . . .. ... .. . _. 40'
Iced Tea. '.' . _.. . ... . ... . .. . .. 40'·

For more information
call collect

Spaghetti and meat balls .. .... . _. _. .. .. ..... _... ..... . ... . ... . ... $1.50

(314) 263-5000
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-2 p.m.

Child's Plate 1806 Highway 63 North
11 AM·2 AM

Beer . . ...... Mug 60' Pilcher $2.75
Milk . ..... -. _. . Small 35' Large 45'
Hot· Tea ...... .. . . ..... . . _. . _.40'
Hot Chocolate .. . . .. , . . . . .... 40'

u"dcr 10 .vc8rM

or 811c
364-0977
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Staff adld itions to c9unseling ' center
SOURCE:OPI
Dr.
George
C.
Dr.
Schowengerdt
and
Debra A. G. Robinson have
been
appointed
acting
director and acting assistant
director, respectively, of the
University of MIssourIRolla's Counseling and
Testing Center. 'lbe appointments are effective
immediately.
Dr. Schowengerdt also will
be involved with the center's
Faculty-8taff
Assistance
Program,
while
Dr.
Robinson will coordinate the
Women's and Handicapped
Programs at the center.
Dr. Schowengerdt, who
had been assistant director
of the center, replaces Dr.
Robert
Barefield,
who
assumed full-time teaching

duties
in
the
~
engineering
management
department this fall. Dr.
Dr.
Robinson
replaces
Schowengerdt.
" I am delighted to continue, at this new level, a
very
satisfying
administrative
relationship
with Dr. Schowengerdt,"
said Dr. B. Ken Robertson,
~ dean of students. "He
.has good Ideas to help
broaden the scope of services that the center can
offer, and we hope to put
these into effect soon.
" Dr. Robinson," he added,
" has proved to be an excellent addition to the
Counseling Center staff. Her
expertise in programs for
women and the disadvantaged will benefit the
center."

Dr. Tomlinson Fort Jr.,
provost, said " Dr.
Schowengerdt
and
Dr.
Robinson are dedicated and
highly skilled professionals,
and ~ Is fortunate to
have them on Its staff. "
Dr. Schowengerdt came to
~ in 1968. Since then be
has served as counselor,
coordinator
of
testing,
director of instructional
television, assistant director
and director of learning
resources,
counseling
psychologist and assistant
director of the Counseling
and Testing Center.
He holds a B.S. in secondary
education
from
Wisconsin State College-Eau
Claire, 1963 ; an M.S. in
guidance from Stout State
University, 1964; and a
~

Ph.D.
in
counseling
psychology
from
the
University of MIssourIColumbia with an American
Psychological Associatlonapproved internship, 1969.
Dr. Schowengerdt is a
school
psychological
examiner for the Missouri
State
Department
of
Education and a Missouri
licensed psychologist. In
addition, he Is listed in the
National Register of Health
Service
Providers
in
Psychology .
He has received. funding
for several projects from the
U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare ; the
University of Missouri ; and
the Missouri State Department of Education. He has
made numerous presen-

tations and has had several
scholarly articles published.
HIs primary areas of interest are: higher education
administration, academic
support services, counseling
and teaching.
Dr. Robinson joined the
UMR
Counseling
and
Testing Center staff in 1980
as a counseling psychologist.
Prior to that sbe served as
coordinator of outreach
programs in a community
mental health agency in
Danville, Ill.
She also worked as a
counselor at the Parkland.
College Counseling Center in
Champaign, Ill., and as a
psychology instructor at the
University
of
IllinoisUrbana-Champaign.
She

completed graduate Internships at the University
of Illinois Counseling Center
and the Veterans Administration Medical Center, Danville, I~. She has
been involved in numerous
research projects and has
several
scholarly
publications.
She holds a B.A. in
.psychology from Sangamon
State University, 1976, and
an M.A. and Ph.D. in
counseling psychology from
the Vniverslty of Illinois1m
Urbana-Champaign,
and 1980, respectively.
Her princlpal areas of
interest are: self-concept
development,
counseling
youths and young adults,
professional skills training,
life planning and career
development.
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Series
f,om page 1
fectively express one's Views
and feelings. It will start
Feb. 11 and continue Feb. 18,
25, March 4 and 11 - 3::m.
4:45 p.m. , room 104, Rolla '
Building. Debra Robinson,
Ph.D. and Gene L. Van
Matre, Ph.D. will present
the series. Preregistration is
necessary for this series.
Conflict Resolution will be
presented
by
Stewart
Cooper, Ph.D. in two consecutive Tuesday sessions 3::m.4:30 p.m., March 23 and
30 in the Ozark Room
University Center-West.
Stewart Cooper and Debra
Robinson will present Dual
Career Marriages on two
consecutive Wednesdays 3::m.4:30, April 14 and 21 in
the Ozark Room.
Patricia Hill and George
Schowengerdt, Ph.D. will
explore the effects, both
positive and negative, and
the coping strategies of
" differentness", on Wednesday, April 28 - 3::m.4:30
p.m. in the Ozark Room.
The Academic Survivial
series
includes
stress
management, study skills
-and test taking strategies.
Information on personal
stress
management
strategies and a discussion
of its emotional, intellectual
and physical side effect will
be discussed on Tuesday,
Feb. 23 - 3::m.4:30 p.m. in
the Ozark Room. ' An effective four step
study process and its
psychological
foundation
will
be
presented on
Tuesday, Feb. 15 - 3::m.4:30
p.m. in the Mark Twain
Room.
Both of these lectures have
been presented once and
were well received.
Test taking strategies to
maximize performance on
tests including variations for
objective,
essay,
and
problem type tests will be
two
times,
presented
Tuesday, March 9 and April
Tl - 3::m.4: 30 in the Ozark
Room.

From outer space to inner space ...

-

At Parker, you'll do more than make a living.
You'll make a way of life.·

againsl
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oftbes1
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IllOfair

1beou
voice y

letters

latives
l'ep1'eSl

Iained

Inform
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We're looking for bright, talented people who wantto live likewe do-helping
tomorrow get here sooner.
Life, Parker-style, is for the adventurous. Because we make itour business to
venture where no one has gone before. Beneath the Qcean's floor. .. onto the
moon's surface ... into the human body. If there's an untraveled path, Parker
helps pave it for the rest of the world . With advanced high-technology
fluidpower components.
We're a billion-do llar Fortune 500 corporation invo lved in the manufactu re

and marketi ng of 90,000 products for more than 300 industries in av iatio n,
space, marine, automotive, biomedical, and industrial markets.
Send us your resume today ... and please spec ify where you see yourself
fitti ng in best: industrial sales, deSign, engineeri ng , management, or finance.
It could be the start of a very exciting tomorrow. .
Write: Mr. Russ La ncaster, Parker Hannifin Corporation
17325 Euclid Aven ue, Cleveland, Ohio 44112
=:;Ii!~ ~;
Parker is an equal opportunity employer M/ F/ H.
_ _ ,. _.
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Reaganomics kills

Higher education funding
College Press Service
It will be "devastating."
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At least that's what Gerald
Roschwalb, a leading college
lobbyist in Washington,
D.C., thinks the student aid
section
of
the
administration's
still-secret
1983 federal budget proposal
will be.
The sense of foreboding Is
widespread here as rumors
fly of what President
Reagan will recommend for
higher education when he
presents
his
budget
proposals the second week of
February.
Though no one outside the
a~stration
knows
exactly what the education
budget will be, the outlines
presented in David Stockman's December budget

suggestions and then in
budget
"compromises"
leaked to the press have
most college lobbyists here
busily predicting doom for
all federal student ald
programs.
In Stockman's proposals,
two of the three campusbased student aid programs
SUpplemental
Educational
Opportunity
Grants
(SEOGs)
and
National Direct Students
Loans (NDSLs) - would be
eliminated entirely.
The third campus-based
program - College WorkStudy - would suffer a $150
million cut from 1962 appropriations.
The State Student Incentive Grants program
would also be ended under
the Stockman proposals.

(Congress
last
year
agreed to cancel Social
Security benefits to students
not enrolled in a college by
May 1, 1981.)
The two most popular ald
programs - Guaranteed
Students Loans <GSLs) and
Pell Grants - would also be
changed,
with
appropriations cut by more
than half.
A~stratlon
budget
chief Stockman also wants to
end interest subsidies for
GSLs, raise the loan
origination fee from five to
ten percent, and drop grad
students from the program.
All other students would
repay their loans at current
market interest rates two
years after leaving school.
In all, Stockman proposed
an $8 billion Department of

-

Education budget, compared to the $8.4 billion
Education Secretary Terrel
Bell wanted.
Under Congress' continuing budget resolution,
the Education Department's
1962 budget Is $12.9 billion.
Immediately after Stockman released his proposals,
Bell asked education lobbyists to help him persuade
the president to request
more money in the administration's final 1983
budget proposal to Congress,
which Is due February 8.
Reagan reportedly agreed
to increase funding in some
areas. Sources estimate the
WhIte House will agree to a
ID-30 percent slash in Pell
Grant funding, versus the 56
percent in the Stockman
proposal.
The WhIte House also
reportedly agreed to save
NDSLs and SEOGs in some
form.
The truth won't be known

until the administration
delivers the proposals to
Congress, but the rumors
are enough to inspire
forecasts of doom among
college lobbyists.
The budget, even after the
reported
WhIte
House
compromises,
would
"clearly be a disaster for
American
.
higher
education," the American
on
Education
Council
asserted in a recent letter
requesting lobbying help
from college presidents.
The National Coalltlon of
Independent College and
University Students called
the budget proposals an
" attack on the future of
American.
higher
education. "
Reagan, says Roschwalb,
who is lobbyist for the
National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges, is playing a
" brilliant game" of politics
by threatening such low

AACE

I

funding that any increases
gained in Congress will
"seem like a great conquest,
when in fact they are still
enormous defeats. "
He likens it to thugs
threatening to destroy a
home and rape. the occupants, but who "only steal
your television, so you think
you got off easy."
Even . without the next
round of aid cuts, colleges
are still trying to cope with
the cuts Congress has
already approved. Dallas
Martin of the National
Association of Student
Financial
Aid
Administrators Is most concerned about the end of
student Social SecurIty
benefits.
Ending the program " will
only serve to enlarge the
pool of students eligible for
the other programs, a pot
that's being reduced as
well."

from page 1

of four parts which range preparing to meet in March, information you are asked to
from material covered in pending 'approval, and Is contact either Tom Zalac at
Engineering Economy to now attempting to line up 341-4577 or Jerry Weiland at
aspects of both management speakers. U you wish further 341-3771.
and engineering. Most of the
questions are covered in ,--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--.,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---,
texts that AACE has listed as
reference books.
Present
interest
by
students is high and the
student chapter will likely be
accepted if Its constitution Is
approved. The faculty advisor will then be Tom Zalac.
Is
The
organization

Win Someone's Heart
on February 14.

Student aid ·cut
from page 1
against any sort of cuts in
student financial aid. Copies
of these appeals will be sent
to Senators Eagleton and
Danforth as well as to any of
the MIssouri congressmen
whose congressional district
contains a state university.
The other thing you can do to
voice your opinion Is to write
letlers to your representatives. The address of your
representative can be 0btained from the Federal
information Center in St.
Louis toll free: 1-800-3927711.

ceo

How much aid Is available
next year will depend on
final changes in the proposed
cuts and whether they pass
at all. The deadline for
public response is February
22. Remember that all of this
is being proposed and a large
enough response could make
a
difference.
Senator
Eagleton's office and the
Student
Financial
Aid
Center in st. Louis have both
reported that the greatest
hindrance to those opposing
these cuts is the lack of
public response.

Florist & Gifts
611 Pine Street
Rolla, MO 65401

·50'5 WEEK
DURING
FEBRUARY
Booth
Cra..
Root Beer

Chug
1202 N . Bishop
Ro lla, M O
364-8998

------

Send Flowers onValentine's Day.
It's a wonderful way to sh ow your love . A n d lI' in Sl>!1lt'
in return . Flowe rs o n Valen t ine's Day. Send a Sr~( i 'l l.
h o liday arran gement . Or a bea utiful, green rLm r.
We can del iver an ywhe re in this area llf alnl<>;[
an ywhere in the world t h rough 16,000 affi li ,l[~,j
Te leflorists. So come by. And pick our s,>m~[hin>:
spec ia l. It's a su re way to make love b""';l)(l1.

ORDER EAR~

~W FLOWERS

1107 Pine 364 -31 61

- - - --------- rI
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WHAT'S THE DEAL?

Mechanical Engineering Auditorium

A
REAL-CHICKEN
MEAL!

Friday, Feb. 12, 1982

7:30 pm
No admission charge
Sponsored by Forensic Society

Thoreau lectures
By KAREN PENNEY
Friday, February 12, 1982,
the noted poet-naturalist
Henry David Thoreau will
lecture to the UMR campus.
The lecture will begin
promptly at 7:30 p.m. in the
Mechanical
Engineering
Building.
Gary Blackwood, of "The
Attack of the Mushroom
People" fame, will assume
the character of Mr.
Thoreau. No mention of Mr.
Blackwood will be given in
the introduction though. The
lecture will be given by Mr.
Thoreau in his native Concordian accent, not by an
actor reciting a composition
of quotes.
The body of the lecture will
be excerpted form the works
of Thoreau such as Civil
Disobedience and Walden,
and from some of his lesser
known works.
Many first time readers of

Thoreau feel that his writing
is dry and much too "in
depth." The word transcendentalism scares many
readers because of its
awesome sound. Mr. Blackwood refers to Thoreau as a
libertarian. The liberty to do
as one pleases and the
freedom
from
such
nuisances as taxes, war, and
an overactive government.
But not all the lecture will
be Thoreau's view of
government. His thoughts on
nature and solitude will also
be expressed.
Thoreau, contrary to popular belief, was a humane
and witty man. The reader
must take time to delve into
his works to find this. Mr.
Blackwood has graciously
done this and will present a
realistic and entertaining
view of one of the greatest
writer, thinker and influences of our American
literary heritage.

GRELLNER SALES
AND SERVICE, INC.
Distributor of Miller,
Miller Lite, Pabst Blue Ribbon, Andeker &
Lowenbrau

.ft'•
;

If you are
having a party ,
contact our
campus rep.

KEVIN ISOM 364·8535

A Golden Chicken Fillet sandwich,
regular order of fries and medium
soft drink for only $1.89.
At Hardee's our chicken sandwich is made from tender
fillet of chicken breast. We take each select cut
of chicken, dip it in our lightly seasoned
batter, fry it to golden perfection,
then serve it with mayonnaise
and lettuce on a fresh bun.

Jean

camp
302

Phys
John!
302

EMS

Cham
302 I

Chem)
Davi
302 I

Dale
Chem

Math
302 I
--

Math
21,
Engl)

Lind,

'"'"en

lQU
Math
209 I

-

SCiel

-..,

,.,....

: A REAL-CHICKEN MEAL:

I A Chicken Fillet Sandwich, regular fries I
I and a medium soft drink for ONLY $1.89 I
H3~de2~'_~
I
I
IL _______________ _ .JI .
Good at all participating Hardee 's. Please present this
coupon before ordering . One coupon per customer please.
Customer must pay any sales tax due on the purchase
price . Thi s coupon not good in combination with any
other offers.

•

Offer good thru Feb. 28, 1982

KEYSTROKES: CHICK , REG FRIES , MED DRINK, MEAL DEAL, CHICK, TOTAL

Chem.
iIJlom
Chern·

NOTE .
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Libidinous Entertainment
which features bare-chested,
"clean-cut" male students In
a variety of poses, or the
newly·reIeased "Women of
MSU," which shows a "cross
section"
of
attractive
women clad In swimsuits
and low-cut dresses.
Marty Karabees, an MSU
senior In industrial design,
concocted the "Men of MSU
Calendar" after seeing
lteadlee'sASU calendar.
"The calendar Is a product
of the eighties," Karabees
says, "not something that

could have happened five
years ago." 1be 13 students
pictured are "a great group
of guys, not just goodlooking, but people too. "
after Karabees
published his
calendar,
another student brought out
a female version.

Tabach cliums be tried to
get a "cross section" of
women to feature, but admits "the calendar ts
promoting women and theIr
beauty." He's now thinking
of publishing a male version.
"I don't create the demand. I
just react to it. "

complaints at Iowa State.
"1be Women of Iowa State
1982 Calendar," released
this fall by Des Moines
businessman
Barney
calling it "sexist."

. Soon

Both MSU calendars are
reported to have sales In the
thousands. University of·
ficials say there have been
few complaints about them.
But

the

idea

caused

"Sexism Is a relative
term," responds calendar
publisher Tabach. "I don't
think we misrepresented
women at ISU. We were
looking for women that
would photograph well, and
one of the criteria for
calendar subjects Is physical
attractiveness. "

Calendar .
magnate
Headlee, for one, Is reacting
with two new calendars for
1982, one male and one
female. Retailing at $4.95,
the calendars are being sold
nationally by B. Dalton
Bookstores and Walden

MINORITY AND WOMEN ENGINEERING PROGRAM TUTORIAL SERVICES
Spring 1982
TUTORING IS AVAILABLE FREE OF CHARGE

TUESDAY

Jean Fischer
Computer Science
302 Rolla Building

WEDNESDAY

2:00 p.m.
to
4:00 p.m.

FRIDAY

THURSDAY
2:00 p.m. t
4 : 00 p .m.
6 :0(l p. m.
to
8:00 p. m.

Physics, Math
Johnny Daniels
302 Rolla Building

8:30 a.m.
to
11:30 a.m.

6:00 p.m.
to
9:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m.
to
10:30 a.m.

5:00 p. m.
to
7 :00 p .m.

EM 50, 110 & 150
Chandrashekhar Bapat
302 Rolla Building

10:30 a.m.
to
11:20 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
to
3:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.
to
8:00 p.m.

. 10:30 a.m.
to
11:20 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
to
3:00 p.m .

6:00 p.m.
to
8:00 p.m.

Tabach, has been a center of
controversy. Members of the
the
ISU
faculty
and
Government of the Student
Body (GSB) have denounced
the calendar as stereotypical
and unrepresentative.
1be GSB recently passed a
resolution asserting "the
calendar reinforces the
fallacy that women are
objects of entertainment"
and contributes to "the
perpetuation
of
this
stereotype. "

"Some of the women's
groups on campus were
disgusted by the calendar,"
says GSB Vice President
T. J. Hentges, who c0sponsored the resolution. "I
would hope that In a college
campus Situation, people
could find a variety of In·
terestlng things to view
besides
the
beautiful
people."

Open to all students
MONDAY

from page 3

Bookstores, In addition to
local Tempe stores.

Faculty members are
similarly critical. "The
women are seen as sex ~
jects," contends Dr. Jean
10:30 a . m.
to
11:20 a.m.

. I - I

. ......

and head of the University
Committee on Women. She
says the calendar doesn't
represent
ISU
women,
Headlee has already sold
over 5000 1982 "Women"
.caIendars, but the "Men of
ASU" remains his best·
seller. He's already sold
20,000 of them.
"I think the men's
calendar Is selling because
women haven't really been
exposed to these type of
things before," Headlee
speculates. "All the pictures
are
tasteful
and
professional ...
But the calendars may not
lead to financial success on
all campuses.
"I'd be surprised if one
showed up here," says Dean
Vettrus, general manager of
the student union at the
University of Idaho. There
was an uproar In Moscow
last year when the student
yearbook came out featuring
three
photos of nude
students. "It took a year to
blow over," Vettrus says.
"ThIs Is a very straight,
conservative campus."

....:

BpUDO'S
Banquet Facilities Available

Chemistry I, 3, 5
David Mickunas
302 Rolla Building

2:30 p.m.
to
4:30 . p.m .

2:00 p.m.
to
4:30 p. m.

Chemistry Society
Room 127
Chern-Chern Eng
NOTE:

1:3 0 p. m.
to
4:30 p.m.

1435 Hauck Drive Rolla, MO
GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS
AND COOPERATIVE EDUCATION POSITIONS

Math 2, 4, 6, 8,
21, 22, 204 &
English
Linda M. Geer
302 Rolla Building
Math Society
209 Math-Computer
Science

2:00 p. m.
to
4 :00 p .m.

1:30 p.m.
to
4:30 p.m.

Dale Abrahams
Chem Eng 27, 141,
Math 4, 6, 8, 21
30~ Rolla Building

Men's Night-Wednesday
Ladies Night-Thursday
9:30 to 1 :00
341-2110

10:00 a.m .
to
2:00 p.m.

6:30 p.m .
to
8:00 p.m.

f

6:00 p.m.
to
8:00 p . m.

-

Administrallve Science
Biological SCiences
Chemistry
Computer Science
Developmenlal Learning
English

6:30 p.m.
to
8:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
to
9:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.
to
9:00 p.m.

Students needing tutorial services in courses not listed above should
contact Floyd at the Minority Engineering Program Office.

rw

\:::J

The University 01 Alabama in Huntsville is recognized as a
qualily institu tion closely retated to the growth and develop·
ment of high lechnology in North Alabama .
Teaching and research assistanlships are available for
the 1982-83 school year in the lollowing areas of study ·

HoW MANY TIM£S

I-1AS TH IS HAPPEtlED?
REASON NUMBER i..

-JffiCOMPETiTi'lE

Engineering
History
Malhematics
NurSing
Opera lions Research
Physics

An assistant may pursue a master's degree In any 01 Ihe
above or the Ph.D In compuler sCience. engineering. or
phYSics. and a cooperative Ph.D In mathemallcs and
chemislry.
In many curricula. an asslslantshlp may be combined With
Ihe graduate tevel co·op program Assislantshlp stipends
start at $4.500 per academic year plus luition . Up to $t5.000
may be earn"d when the co·op IS combined With an
assistantship
UAH has an enrollment of 5500 students and IS a cultura l
center In Ihe Tennessee Valley Huntsville IS Ihe home 01 the
Army 's Redslone Arsenal . NASA 's Marshall Space Flight
Cenler. and numerous high technology and research
corporations .

PR.ICESI WE ARE

BARE TOPS 2220
3~'SEVEl'lr

STR.eET

The University
Of Alabama
In Huntsville

Dean, School of Graduate Studies
HuntSVille. Alabama 35899

--..----

364·3214
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Good mornin g freshm an .....
Welco me to your first day in Weedo ut 23
My name is Dr. Shaft..... .
class.
I think it is only fair to let you know

Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Rolla Area
United Fund Board of
Directors and this entire
commun ity we would like to
thank the staff and faculty of
UMR for their generous
contribut ions to the 1982
United Fund Campaig n.

Over $15,500.00 or 25 percent
of the goal came from the
UMR campus and it is this
genuine spirit of giving and
sharing that makes our
commun ity - such a great
place to live. Through this
letter we would like to express our sincere appreciatio n to all UMR per-

sonnel who helped make this
year's United Fund Drive
the most successfu l ever.
BRENT,
LOU
EMMA
Area
Rolla
Presiden t,
United Fund Board of
Director s
LARRY THOMAS, Chairman

that as a UMR profes sor ,1 feel I have
a strong obliga tion to flunk you all!

Discr imina tion?

Wh y wo tne n ear l1i ess
By MACKUBINT. OWENS
It is a common place these
days to attribute every
appearan ce of inequalit y in
to
society
America n
"disclim inatlon." A study
released by the Equal
Opportun ity
Employm ent
Commission last Septemb er
is a case in point.
The EEOC study claImed
result of
that as a
women
"discrim ination"
are confined to "lowoccupatio ns
paying"
are
they
wherein
un"systema tically
derpaid." As a means of
offsetting the conseque nces
of this "discrim ination," the
EEOC recomme nded that
public and private sector
employe rs adopt the standard of "compar able worth"
- equal pay for "comparable" work.
The problem with this
recomme ndation is that the
concentra tion of women in
certain " low-paying" occupations has little to do with
"discrim ination" in the
pejorativ e sense. It seems to
result rather less from
disclimin atlon on the basis
. of sex than from the
dynamic s of the labor
market and the voluntary
ac~ions of women themthe
selves. ' Moreove r,
standard of " compara ble
worth" is rather more likely
to hurt than to help those it is
intended to benefit.
One explanati on for the
differenc es in male-fem ale
income is provided by the

Specializ ation
Family
It
CFSH).
Hypothes is
maintain s that, for better or
worse, most women tend to
marry and to have children.
Once married, they tend to
subordin ate their careers to
those of their husbands . This
leads to a division of labor
within the household.
the
to
Accordin g
hypothes is, women tend to
household
in
specializ e
duties and child care, while
men specializ e in providing
the family with monetary
income. As a result, when a
wife seeks employm ent, she
will often consider the effects that travel, hours and
working conditions will have
on her ability to discharg e
household - responher
the
Thus,
sibilities.
hypothes is holds, many
saclifice
will
women
monetar y earnings in order
to take a job that will allow
them to fulfill their other
duties.
The family is also more
likely to look at the wife as a
secondar y wage earner.
Accordingly, the wife will
tend to prepare for jobs that
will be available whereve r
the primary earner might
locate, and which will allow
her to re-enter the labor
force with only a small
reduction in earning power_
Therefor e, we observe that
women " crowd" into " lowpaying" professio ns like
nursing and teaching , for
example , which provide
them with easily transportable skills.

t
'_
'fl14M
iUiiiRs.

~is coupon may

not be used

There are indicatio ns that
the FSH operates in the
"nontrad itional" areas of
female employm ent as well.
A recent study indicated that
female physician s earned
consider ably less than their
counterp arts.
male
it
No;
Discrimi nation?
women
that
happene d
doctors chose to forego a
higlll!r monetary income In
favor of spending more time
with their families.
Of course, not all women
are married. But in fact,
statistics regardin g single
women in the labor force
support the FSH. Accordin g
to the Departm ent of
the
while
Commer ce,
median annual earnings of
all women is 59% that of
men, for single women it Is
93%. Thomas Sowell, the
iconoclas tic economi st at the
has
Institutio n,
Hoover
unmarrie d
how
shown
women in academi a make
more than their male
Marital
counterp arts.
status, not sex, seems to he
the major source of malefemale earning differenc es.
If family specializ ation is
a fact, then there is bound to
be an adverse effect on
career women. Although sex
discrimin ation per se is of
minor importan ce, employers are likely to use sex
as an indicator of employe e
characte ristics possesse d on
the average by women.

see Wom en
page 11

SIN GL E
EE
FR
WHEN YOU
BUY ONE

HAMBURGER

With any other coupon or speciaL

Cheese and tomato extra.
One FREE Single per Coupon .
Present coupon when ordering .
Good at Rolla location Expires Feb. 11th

ON CAM PUS INTE RVIE WS
FEB RUA RY 8

In Los Angeles,

your~eme~pe~~~~'

T~

~oulQtake plac~e~~

mmmutes:

.

Hollywood Bowl- 45 m i n.
Sk ii ng - 70 min.
Universities - 30 min.
Better skii ng - 180 min.
Surf ing - 10 min.
Sailing - 15 min.
Knoff. Berry Farm - 45 min.
min.
17
Golf
Forest - 25 min.
Running - (change your shoe~ Rollerskltln g - (chan'ge your
Mountains - 30 , m i n.
shoes 8C81n)
n.
i
Cricket - 23 m
Big mountalna - 40 m i n.
Un iversal Stud ios - 50 m i n.
Very big mounta ins - 240 m i n. Disneyland - 4S min.

Low O.sert - 45 min.

High O.'ert - 98 min.
Seaches - 10 min.

Imagine a climate and location that lets you
e njoy it all .. the arts. educat ion a nd th e great
outdoor". Every day. All year round.
Located in Southern California, Northrop Aircraft offe rs professional opportu nities, plus
the flexibility of lifestyle that lets you make
the most of hou rs off the job.
If you would like to design this centu ry's most
advanced aircraft in a location with easy
access to beach. desert. and mountains,
consider Northrop.
Make the great escape that could last a life
time . .
Northrop offers company-paid medical and
dental insurance: 12 paid vacation days
annually; a week long Chris.tmas holiday:
tuit ion reimbursement and a company-contributed savings/ investment plan.
We are interested in gradua-tes (BS and MS
levels) in the following fields:

Griffith Park - 45 min.
Beverly Hills - 38 .5 min.
Hollywood - 40 min.
Tijuana - 240 min.
San Diego Zoo - 180 min.
Sunsh i ne - 7 seconds
Tennis - 10 min.

At U

semes/J

~
inclUde

IlWiJ IIl!

iilIed il

TECHN ICAL ENGIN EERIN G
AERON AUTICA L
ELECTR ICAl/EL ECTRO NIC
MECHA NICAL

Contact the Placemen t Office to schedule an
appOintment with a Northrop rep resentativ e.
If you can not meet with us at this time. please
forward your resume to:
College Refation s
Dept. 1221 / 80 TS/UMR
2815 EI Segundo Blvd.
Hawthorn~ , CA 90250
Equal Opportuni ty Employer M/ F/ H
U.S. Citizenship ReqU Ired

Aircraft Division

NORTHROP
MakIng advance d technolo gy work

--- - .........

__ ....____________________________..__..............ma..==-=mnBBRR========......

~
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Women
When a woman applies for
a job, a personnel manager
cannot tell whether she is
"career-<lriented" or simply
someone wbo wants a good
job for only a year or twn.
That personnel manager
knows that, according to the
Departmnet of Labor, a
woman Is four times more
likely to quit her job than a
man. Her starting salary
will, co~ntly , be lower
until she proves that she is
willing to make the long-run
commitment necessary to
become a division manager
_or vice president.

The new Miner logo
By JOHN F. LUTH,
Business Manager
At the beginning of tllis
semester the Missouri Miner
began a new look, which
included the Miner's very
own logo, a logo which was
killed in its infancy.

dule an
ntal ive
please

Since we are actually a
(student
controlled)
department of the University of Missouri, we at the
. Miner felt it would be appropriate to use a variation
of the University's logo.
Thus, instead of "urn" on a
black background we went
with
"mm"
( MssourI
Mner) on a similar black
background.
having
received
several
compliments on the adapted
symbol, and intending no
hann, we decided to adopt
the new logo and make It our
own. Would the University
be concerned with what
symbol Is used by a small,
almost-unaffiliated
publication
with
a
distribution of a mere 5,500
copies weekly?

Definitely. Shortly after
our second printing this
semester,
an unofficial
frown came trickling down
through
the
channels,
notifying us that the Miner's
new logo was a no-no. Apparently
someone
at
University Relations in
Columbia felt that the
University's copyright on
the UM symbol was being
violated. The rules and
legalities were to be looked
into .. ..
_
Well, to avoid any lengthy
hassel over an innocent
symbol, we at the Miner
decided to do our own
research into the matter. In
Section
OHI2
of
the
University's Business Policy and Procedure Manual we
found the official boundaries
on the UM symbol's use:
"The University symbol:
Is
a
registered
trademark,
and
be
imitations
cannot
manufactured ...
• May not be ... modified or
repeated to form an additional desllm symbol ...

• Must not be incorporated
in any wa.v into the logo of an
affiliated organization."
Oops. Upon reading tllis,
Editor Chris Noonan decided
to can the " mm." So, it was
back to the drawing board.
A graciOUS offer of
assistance came from Lynn
Waggoner at OPI. Dozens of
print types and variations
were considered. Finally,
the present form was
arrived at by the Minerstaff.
The new Missouri Miner
logo appears on all the
section banners. Hopefully,
no one Is offended, and the
logo will be here to stay.

On
the other hand,
" comparable
worth"
standards
would
hurt
precisely those that they are
intended to help. For instance, the requirement that
everyone be paid the same
beginning salary
hurts
career oriented women.
Whereas before an employer
might hire a woman over a
man while paying her less
unW she proved herself, now
the employer, because of the
greater possibility that the '
woman will qult, will have
an incentive to hire the man.
Thus, discrimination Is increased
by
such
requirements.

Waterbed a!W!.u!U!J:
iG4!.£ll:Wli
World
UJLL?£?'"
Complete line of

waterbeds and accessories.
Located next to Pizza Hut at

1019 Kingshighway, 364-0929
Financing • Layaway • Visa / MasterCard

from

• MEA

FocIc'l MTH. NE .... ~
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One
does
not need
recourse
,
to
"discrimination" to explain
the employment patterns of
women; they can be explained in the context of a
division of labor within the
famlly. Feminists, of course,
attack the family as It exists,
but despite them the family
seems to endure. What is at
issue here is that if women's
employment patterns are
the
result
of
family
specialization, any attempt
by the government to raise
their wages above those set
by the labor market,
however much it may be
motivated by notions of
justice and equality, will
lead to results destructive'of
the welfare of women.

are

Opposing

viewpoints
welcomed by the MiDer.

NEW

off.,. from the oldest and
largest truly Internat'-I
bookclub. The Academic
Book Club has expanded
the Idea of a tradlt'-I
book club Into a
completely new and
unique concept.

SAVE 20-40%
ON ANY BOOK

IN PRINT!
Save up to 80 %
on selected titles.
NO GIMMICKS
NO HIDDEN CHARGES
AND NO HARD SELL
Just low, low prkes
.wry day of .... year;
unUm Ited cholc. 01
books; ond fast,
.ffklent, penonol
..rvlc. on every order.

Mr. Owens is a program offleer at a small, grant-giving
foundation in New York City.

Academic
Mr. Owens' comments do not
necessarily represent the opinion
of the Missouri MiDer or its staff.

Book Club
U_SA.: Cope Vincent, NY

13618-0399,
Canada: 105 Wellington St.,
Kingston, Ontario K7L 5C7
Europe: P....bu. 1891 ,
1005 AP Amsterdam,
The Netherlands
Alia: 78, R.-.t Cross St...t,
Colombo II, SrI Lanko
Afrlco: P,O. lox 159,110<0,
Ogun State, Nigeria

---__ . . .
............_.......
_...............
........
.............
--::::::= . . ................... ..,. .............,
c:--=====~..:a':
..........
...,. ............. ..,.......,....
::::,1 .!t., __ .....,. ...
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Stop In And Try
Our New

Chocolate
Cinnamon
Raisin
Ice Cream
Open Mon .-Sat.
9:00 a .m .-9:30 p .m .
Sun. 2 p .m.-9 p.m .
Forum Plaza
Sbopping Center
Rolla
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At our Forum location

We Make Student Loans
Centerre Bank offers
students Missouri
Guaranteed Student
Loans at the Forum Bank
location . See a personal
banker today for
complete details.

Make

Formerly Rolla State Bank

The only thing that's changed is our name.
"Rolla State Bank" has a
new name. Centerre
Bank.
We've had a change of
name. Not a change of
bank. You'll find our
service, our hours and
our people are all the
same.
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MidAmerica's
Bankers.
Member FDIC
8th & Pine Streets
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Highways 72 & 63 South
Rolla. MO 65401
10th Street & Forum Drive
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By TOM BENNEY

The St. Pat's Board is
beginning to gather items for
a museum showing the
history
of
St.
Pat's
celebrations. Items will be
displayed in the UMR
library from February 15
through the week of St.
Pat's.
Any contributions would
be greatly
appreciated
either ·on a loan or permanent basis. If needed,
Items will be returned

during Follies Week..
For information please
feel free to caJJ : Keith Markway, 3&Hl422; .Rob Egan,
364-7462, or Kent .Peterson,
364-4289.

As a

remin~,

all queen

candidate entries are due
tomorrow. Please turn in by
tomorrow or the entry will
not be accepted
The countdown is only 42
short days until The Best
Ever! Get psyched for the #1
party in the state.

Groundwaves
/"

(Photo by Wellington)

Make way for Sigma Nu's Snowboat!

·SigmaPi Left Dry
SOURCE:LST
The following story is true.
The names have been
changed to protect the
guilty.
Scene: 7:00 p.m., in front
of the Sigma Pi house. It is
Friday, Jan. 29. Numerous
figures scurry between the
house and the awaiting bus.
Told to travel lightly, they
bring only the essentials: a
change of clothes, bottle of
aspirin, a hugger, and a
"Tote-12."

Now the heavy artillery is
moved in. Two half-barrels
of Michelob are strategicaJJy
placed for easiest access.
Minutes pass. The bus fills
up. An older looking man in a
grey
uniform
boards.
Grabbipg the mike, he says:
"Evening,
guys.
My
name's Bob Beneck, but
most people caIl me Leadfoot. I'll be your driver for
the trip. Are we ready to
go?"

Following a brief moment
of silence, an unknown voice
yells, "Where's Boone?"
"He's not here. He said
something about 209 this
afternoon and no one's seen
him since," replied another
brother.
Suddenly, two large red

__ ...
z _--- --

eyes illuminated the front of
the bus, and the mouth which
accompanied them yelled,
"Where's the john?" while
running toward the back.
Leadfoot Bob shut the door
and gunned the engine as
soon as Boone moved ·past
him. Shifting to first, they
were on their way. Fortyseven drunken fraternity
brothers on what would
prove to be a very interesting trip.
The trip out to Indiana
proved to be no problem. The
highlights of this part of the
trip were few, but good.
. They included Boone's four
trips to the restroom to see
"Ralph" (all before the bus
passed St. James), and Matt
the Hoople's walking around
·blindly shouting, "Where's
my glasses? I think I lost
'em."
The best point about the

trip was the drinking, of
course,
·Everyone
got
smashed. Leadfoot Bob
didn't seem to mind. The bus
kept rolling along, passing
through and beyond East St.
Louis in an hour and 45
minutes.
The brothers arrived in
Vincennes, Indiana, before
12:00.
Following
their
initiation ceremony, they

dispersed for other ·evening
activities. The next morning,
after eating Big Macs and
Quarter Pounders for breakfast the second day in a row,
all were quite ready to leave.
Little did they know what
awaited them out there.
The trip· back began
uneventfully, with most of
the guys sleeping or talking
of their "conquests" the
night before. For the first
hour and a half, no one
noticed the accumulating
snow. Then they all did.
Cars, trucks, even 4-wheel
drives and snow plows were
stuck.
At one point, Leadfoot Bob
even had to slow down. The
brothers helped about seven
vehicles out of the way.
Then Bob made his worst
mistake. He hit a patch of
snow that was too tough to
handle. The bus went into a
ditch, tilting about 20
degrees from vertical.
Rescue operations were
prompt, and soon firemen
were on the scene trying to
figure a way to free the
trapped bus, to no aVail. Bob
started talking to the chief,
Jimmy Joe.
Boone was saying, "Stuck
in some podunk town. Damn,
it can't get worse."

Just then, Bob returned.
"Guys; I've got some good
news and some bad news.
The good news is that we're
in Iuka, Illinois, pop. 400, and
these folks are gonna put us
up in the high school and
feed us.
"The bad news is that this
is a DRY county." When
those sacreligious words hit
them, howls of terror and
agony went up. The two
resident Board Reps, Elroy
and Dean, went into shock.
The only calm persOn was
Boone, who said simply,
"It's worse!"
The high school wasn't
bad, and the food was edible.
After dinner, when multiple
poker games broke out,
popcorn and soda were
served. The hospitaJIty was
excellent. It was so good that
many
brothers
started
asking (jokingly), "What'll
they give us for breakfast
tomorrow, pancakes?"
You guessed it. Pancakes
for breakfast. Just ask
Pickles, who ate 15. The
people of luka were the
greatest.
About 9 or 10 o'clock the
roads cleared and the
brothers went on their way,
leaving many thanks to the
generous souls of luka.

It had been lying dormant insult. It's death was a good
since the insurrection of the one, though, dying in a
mean .
MarshmaIlow, fabulous display of true
trapped by excess concrete feelings. Rest in peace
from a garage, waIlowing fn Snowbird!
Back to an alternate
the quagmire of the depths of
the
earth,
unmoving, reaJity. Sunday on the
remnant of the Rolling Bozo
lifeless.
Then nature decided to Revue presents Blues for
perform justice. First the Rolla an album from Eddie
rains came, twenty hours of Locke entitled "Jivin' with
God pissing on Rolla. The the refugees on. Hastings
captive felt that the concrete Street" will be featured at 10
• was loosening, movement p.m. Mighty tasty jazz.
Speaking of jazz, Monday
after an eternity, cramps
starting to cut their way night on KMNR's artist
through the too long unused feature three all too short
muscles, straining with hours will be devoted to an
every ounce of energy to iconoclast in the jazz realm,
"The Trane", John Coltrane.
attain freedom long lost.
Also on Monday night at 11
An intense sensation crept
through the fugiti~e. Could it p.m. Shawn Underwood will
be after all this time, is it the feature "Look Into the
essence of existence? Yes!!! Future" from Journey on the
It's too good to be true. Rice Krispies special.
Wednesday morning at 10
SNOW!!!
Suddenly
the
ground a.m. a fine blues album
began to tremble, the crust entitled "Sam Chatman and
of the white powder spilling His Barbecue Boys" will be
under the internal pressures. brought to you by Linda
Then a sudden burst of white Marie.
Oh, Almost forgot If ya
clumps, dead grass, frozen
mud and the almighty wanna get something off
snowbird shown through the your chest or get some info
cold February morning, on various topics be sure to
releasing
a
vent
of , tune into "feedback" hosted
frustration at its warden's by Gary Gadaken Tuesday
night. at 6 p.m.
office in a poetic vesture.
Keep the faith and
The white bird's freedom
was short lived, however. remember to fly your bird
The mean Marshmallow every once in awhile, It's
Henchmen decapitated the good for the soul.
Dr.D.
. heart from the gleaming

Hocus Pocus!
... said the magician as he
charmed Centennial HaJJ.
Last Friday night Centennial
HaIl consisted of a crowd
that left only standing room
in the entrance corridors.
David Willis,
an exeeptionaIly comical and
truly amazing magician,
entertained at the Student
Union Board Coffee House,
while his audience of about
500 people stared in awe and
rolled in laughter as they
gave an overwhebndng

reception to his antics.
All who attended certainly
enjoyed David and as well as
l(}-cent sodas and popcorn
that were served at the
event.
Another flair was papercovered tables and crayons,
provided to aIlow the
audience's imagination to
move places outside of their
minds.
Other
upcoming,
en·
tertaining events can be
found in SUB scripts weekly.

The sisters of zeta Tau
Alpha present, with great
pleasure, our Milltary Ball
Queen
candidate,
Lisa
Jones. LIsa Is a sophomore
majoring In mechanical
engineering. She Is the
daughter .of Jerry and
Glenda Jones, and Is a
resident
of
Woodriver,
Illinois. This out-going, blueeyed blonde Is Involved In
many organizations that
Include
Kappa
Stardusters, Alpha
W"m.>n',...
Omega . and
Council. She also
office of treasurer In
Tau Alpha. We feel that
has the glowing
that would highlight such
formal event.

Thomas Jefferson Hall
nominates Noreen Matthews
for Milltary Ball Queen.
Noreen is the daughter of
Alton and Loydel Matthews
and is from St. Louis, Mo.
She is a freshman majoring
In mechanical engineering.
She has brown hair and
brown eyes. Noreen Is active
In Beta Sigma Psi Little
Sisters and the National
Honor SocIety.

Lisa Ann Howard Is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dean Howard of Florissant,
Mo. She is 18 years old and
represents Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity, where she
is also a part of their little
sister organization - the
Crescents. She was a 1981
graduate of McCluer North
High School, where she
achieved honors In science,
and is now a freshman at
Rolla majoring In civil
engineering.
This
5'2"
brown-eyed brunette enjoys
dancing, playing the piano,
andthe*d*.*

McAnemey Hall, House
One, is happy to announce
Karen Frey as our candidate
for Military Ball Queen.
Karen, daughter of Carl and
Elizabeth
Frey
from
Springfield, Mo., is a freshman majoring In petroleum
engineering. Her activities
Include Lambda Chi Alpha
Little
Sisters,
Student
Council, acting, swimming,
caniplng and hiking. Karen
has brown hair and green

*

cnClJ~~~ ~~CD~CDAW~

NATALIE ROBERTS
KELLY HALL, HOUSE D

Kelly
Hall
presents
Natalie Roberts, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Roberts of St. Louis, Mo., as
their Military Ball Queen
candidate. Natalie is a freshman
in
undecided
engineering. This hazel-eyed
brunette belongs to the
National Honor Roll, Quill
and Scroll Society and the
French Honor Society. Her
hobbies Include Rifle Team,
and

[f'~[!lfl4QJ)Aa4'Ct ~UOO~ U~~

The sisters of Kappa Delta
Sorority are pleased to
announce that we have
.,nomiinated CIndy NlolpsUlm
as our Military Ball
candidate.
Cindy is the daughter
Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Knapstein of South St. Louis
County. She is a junior at
UMR, majoring in chemical
engineering. CIndy, an enthUSiastic,
energetic
member of Kappa Delta, Is
now treasurer, and has
served our chapter in the
past as house manager and
assistant treasurer. She Is
also active in campus
organizations, such as Alpha
Chi Sigma, AICHE, and
Newman.

collecting !i3CalZml:l:ZDCI(3CalZml:l~

TRACIE KELLER
CAMPUS CLUB

Campus Club presents
Tracie Keller as our Military
Ball
Queen
candidate.
is the daughter of
and Carolyn Keller
from Granite City, Illinois.
She is a freshman majoring
In chemical engineering and
enjoys reading and sewing In
her spare time. This browneyed brunette is also a
member of ' Student Council
ASCHE.

BETSY MILLER
SIGMA pm EPSILON

Sigma Phi Epsilon is
proud to have Betsy Miller,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lowell F . Miller, as our
Military Ball Queen candidate. Betsy is a co-op
student from Fairgrove.
Mo. ,.majorlng in mechanical
englnerlng. Her UMR activities include membership
. in Sigma Phi Epsilon Little
Sisters and the Society of
Women Engineers. This
brown-haired, brown-eyed
belle enjoys several hobbies
that include playing the
and

Thomas Jefferson Hall is
proud tp p~nt Sharon
Berger as one of our candidates for Military Ball
Queen. This brown-eyed
brunette is the daughter of
Raymond
and Patricia
Berger of Town and Country.
Mo. She is a freshman
majoring
in
petroleum
engineering. She is a
member of Kappa Sigma
Stardusters, Society
of
Petroleum
Engineers,
Society of Women in
Engineering and is Involved
in the Public Relations

The Christian Science
Organization would like to
nominate Miss Lori Ann
Matsch for the 1982 Military
Ball Queen.
Lori is a freshman whose
major
is
engineering
management. She's very
interested in the business
aspect o( engineering. She's
presently a member of the
American
Society
of
Engineering Management
and Wesley Foundation, and
she's the Christian Science
Organization secretary. She
loves college and highly

15
42
43
44
46
48
51
52

Paddles
French river
One eppesed
Culpability
Primped
Everyene
FenCing
swerds
54 As wrillen:
Mus.
55 Affirmative
56 Bake
57 Flap

Hall

The brothers of Sigma Pi

honored to nominate
McLaughlin as our
Military Ball Queen candidate. Patty Is a native of
Ballwin, Mo., and Is the
daughter of Eugene and
Jane McLaughlin. She Is a
sophomore majoring in
mechanical engineering. She
to
several
belongs
orgimizatlons that include
Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority,
Kappa Sigma Stardusters
and the Society of Women
Engineers. We belleve that
red-headed, green-eyed
Is an excellent choice
..u._·,,,,,the Ball."

-.~-.~-,

'!be sisters of Chi Omega
in nominating SUe

for Military Ball ........U;;I.:;..__......._...:
Sue, the daughter of
and Roger Wieting,
1980 graduate from
IlInllhP,..,., High School, Is
sophomore
in mechanical
li)IgInee.1ng, Besides being
Chi Omega, Sue
member of APO,
.of Phi Eta Sigma,
honor fraternity, a
Sigma Starduster,
majoring
in
she served as
".~m!in,oorinl!
management.
and she also
currently Is chairman of
I/ljarti,ciP;ltes in intramural
the publlc relations comChi Omega feels Sue
mittee .and Is also secretary
excellent candidate
the National Society of
of her bubbly
..........n'~IH"
and friendly
Engineers. She enjoys

~iiIDEIlCIlCIlCIlEilEIaElaEl~~~i
I"

SUE MARKUS
RHA,HOUSE6

tennis,
andpeople.
above
meeting

ACROSS
1 Chapeau
4 Inundatien
9 Heel
12 Ventilate
13 Big
14 Hasten
15 Schelar
17 Ascend

19
20
21
23
27

Assistant
Asian sea
Eurepean
Magnificence
Chemical
cempeund
29 Peruse
30 Preneun
31Werm

32 Man's name
34 Girl's na'me
35 Lutecium
symbel
36 Mild
expletive
37 Sidled
39 Perfermed
maintenance

DOWN
1 Pessesses
2 River island
3 Shirkers
4 Escaped
5 Paths
6 Werthless
leaving
7 King .of
Bashan

8
9
10
11
16
18

Lessen
Yeung .one
Geal
Sec, girl
Eat
Alight

20 Appellatien
.of Athena
21 Senses
22 Send ferth
24 Self-respect
25 Preprieter
26 Tears
28 Sign up
33 Intertwine
34 Oppesed te
36 Bad
38 Lavish fend40
, 41
45
46

ness en
MUddies '
Challenges
Bird's heme
Merry

47
48
49
50
53

Rubber tree
Edible seed
Greek leller
Pat
Italian river

HOOK UP WITH
ONE OF SAN DIEGO'S
LEADING GROWTH INDUSTRIES
ON FEBRUARY 26.
San Diego Gas & Electric Company is the fastest growing
utility in California .
Last year we added 22,000 new electric customers
and 11 ,000 new gas customers. The total number of
people served in each category was 773,000 and
500,000, respectively.
This year the demand for energy in San Diego is even
greater. And so are the technological challenges we face
in meeting that demand, Right now, SDG&E is exploring
a number of alternatives to costly oil-generated power
including geothermal, nuclear, coal, wind and solar.
You can help.
.
If you have a degree in Electrical or Mechanical
. Engineering, we'd like to talk with you about a career in
one of the following areas:
GENERATION ENGINEERING/ELECTRIC PRODUCTION
SYSTEM PLANNING
ELECTRIC OPERATIONS
ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION ENGINEERING
SUBSTATION AND TRANSMISSION ENGINEERING
SDG&E offers excellent salaries, comprehensive
benefits and plenty of opportunities for career growth.
Our 18-month Engineer Devetopment Program gives new
engineers a broad overview of our operations through a
series of rotating assignments. And you can't beat San
Diego for climate, recreation and quality of living.
See your placement office to schedule an interview or
send your resume to: San Diego Gas & Electric Company,
Employment Department, P.O. Box 1831-UM San Diego,
CA 92112. An equal opportunity employer.

@
San Diego Gas & Electric

CROSS
WORD
~UZZLE
FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE
Puzzle Answer

~~---.....---~
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Marry an

Engineer?

with - the children and
keeping house. Will the
sO you're going to marry female engineers of 1982 fill
this need? More and more
an
Engineer.
woman are holding down
Congratulations!"
This
fine jobs while raising a
could be a typical saying
family. Surely time out Is
coming from any parent of a
needed for pregnancy and
lucky young girl, but what if
the daughter Is a son, would
perhaps during the toddler
your parents be just as
years, but does this mean a
happy, or most importantly,
woman has to give up a
Wguldyou?
career?
Spending 4. or 5 years in
It's not uncommon for a
college just to work for a
couple to meet at college-and
year or two after seems
decide to make a future
quite foolish. But will your
together.
Usually they
discuss their goals and how . husband realize this wben he
decides to have a family? Or
they will spend their time
will he think his salary Is
together. All this seems fine
enough to support the family
when you're talking about a
and your place .Is in the
male business major and a
female home economics home.
No one can say which Is
major, but this Is 1982.
right or wrong - only make
Women are holding positions
sure these topics have been
that were normally thought
discussed before any per·
of as male dominated, and
manent committments are handling them well. But do
Dual
career
the males want this of their made.
marriages are common in
wives?
today's SOCiety, you may
In a male dominated oc·
cupational society; a woman think they are right for you,
is still seen as sitting home but will.your husband?
By SHERRY NOONAN

Another motorist tries to uncover a buried car.

(Photo by Wellington)

Rock me Baby
era as being rather heavy,
one can (almost at random)
I just finished watching cite various examples of
" The Sound of Music" on the songs that can at once be
television and decided that I both an autobiographic
had better niake some at· experience .and a statement
tempt to get an article of society. Noting Simon and
written for this week's . Garfunkel's "Scarborough
paper. What follows Is that Fair," and "Bridge Over
attempt, feeble as it may be. Troubled Water." Both of
these songs were popular
While I was .watching that and seem to have remained
particular program, I was so long after the first release
.
wondering why the songs of of the works.
Other examples, such as
certain stereotypes become
very popular and attain "Nights In White Satin,"
success,
while
other (Moody Blues) allow us to
material of equally brilliant further extend our listening
background may get near to range and make it easy for
the top of the charts but us to accept the way of life in
those particular days when
never quite make It.
In -other words, why do those songs became like a
songs like, " Hard To Say," friend to us.
Lately, we have noticed
and "Longer" (both by Dan
Fogelberg) , and "Endless the launching successes of
Love" (Diana Ross and groups from England and
the
group
Lionel Richie) race to the top Canada,
a
shining
of the popular music charts "Loverboy"
while other songs climb for a example of the American
while and then remain popular music success story.
virtually stagnant at those · But don't take me wrongly: I
positions for weeks? The know the rock music world
answer lies in what those to be a vicious giant that
scrutinizes every group, and
songs talk about.
those songs that do survive
If the reader will allow me
to return to the 19605 and liberal rework and un·
mixing
and
early '70s for an example. paralleled
Take the advent of the processing to sound at last
popular music genre in this similar to the way they were
By MATI' ANGOVE

written to sound usually are,
at least in a tiny way,
profitable.
But in a country where one
standard single album can
cost upwards of ten to twelve
dollars, why do we devour
unmercifully this "vinyl
food"?
The answer lies in how
people are satisfied. Per·
sonally, I derive a broader
range of satisfaction (at
least song wise) in the
slower music by groups such
as Styx and REO Speed·
wagon. I spend a vast
amount of time alone, where
I afford ample use of my
stereo, and just occasionally
I want to feel as though the
guy singing his way to the
big money (while I brood
over my Computer Science
homework) is really alone,
too.
.
_
Songs that relate the
human condition then, are
the ones that primarily sell
big.
A cohort of mine, while
discussing some song that
was on the radio, asked an

see
Rock
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ENGINEERS, ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL

. AEP
Career Night
Thursday February 11, 1982

7PM-8PM
University Center East, Meramec Room

Become A Part Of AEP.
Let's Invent the Future Together.
We're. AMERICAN ELECTRIC ' POWER, producing more
electnc energy than any other investor owned utility in the
Unrted States. Our most pressing commitment is the
research and development of electric power technology.
AtAEP, we call this "Inventing the Future", a phrase which
takes on added meaning to a Gradl.jating Engineer.
We have challenging career opportunities available for
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
We will be conducting on·campus interviews on:
Friday February 12, 1982

P/e.ase sign up at .the Career Planning and Placement
Office for an interview appointment.
If you are unable to attend on the above date please
forward your resume to:
'

Delia Graham
AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER
SERVICE CORPORATION
180 East Brood Street Columbus. Ohio 4321 5
An

M F H

l
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Are mining engineers at UMR learning how to keep the mines and
miners safe? Really safe? We deserve to know! Someone please tell
us. '

Missy _ How about that date In the library'!
Mr. T

!be

~moreflU

~.a

To my most promising student - You are doing great thls semester,
butI really didn't expect much else! See you Valentine's Day.
.
Your favorite teacher

f ane!

For sale: Ice machine, works. $50,00. Call 3&1-6294. Ask for Greg K.

down

flUllS

~er

ean a
Upa

Jane - You make it hard to concentrate on those physics labs_
,
Greg

~In

for a

seems

~~

[y? Or

~~
Intbe
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make

e been
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career
In
may

''FOX HUNT" PARTY AT SIGMA Pm EPSILON
Here's how It works - From 8:30 to 9 :30, only ladles ,will be ad. mUted and all refreshments are free. From 9: 30 to 1: 00, the Fox Hunt,
turns Into a full swing campus wide party, definitely not a little sister
rush party.
.
Attention unlcycle riders! Don't just read over thls ad llke you did
last time. U you ride a unlcycle and would like to ride with others, call
Scott at 36U665. We are also trying to get together riders for a
unlcycle non-float entry for St, Pat's Parade. Don't keep reading. can

Congratulations Jeff, Lucas, Joey, Zol, Rlckle, Kent and the rest of
the Miners for a game well played.

Beware! T,J . :"-1be shadow has once again recovered from a brush
with probation. 1be shadow will be out watching you!

L.C.

r you,

Men? of "We dive,'five" - (D.A.B.) 3
Wby was that famous composer, "Bach" seldom seen In T.J. last
weekend? Could it be bls " punting" toe bealed?

Attention all Instructors enrolled In ME 240, ME 242, and ME 280 Due to the small number of accurate flIes available for the existing
experiments In these laboratories, the following policy has been
established :
Any student who Is found to have copied good old reports will be
given a grade of A for the course.
AIl'reports and notebooks must be completed and turned In to flIe
. clerk or a grade of F will be given for the course.
J. O. MIner, FlleClerk
THE FOX HUNT

Raccoon John - You're BUSTED!
Kathy "Mae"

Big Daddy - Hope the Auxillary Services are swinging thls week. I
love you!
Your oldest CMSU coed.

~w!

LookIng for jobs shoveling walks or driveways. Contact Jeff at 3649946, Room 519. Thomas Jefferson Hall.

R.B.

Bill &< Skip, the AVALANCHE EXPRESS - Thanks for finding and
rescuing my carl
Brenda
Don't miss the " Fox Hunt" party at Sig Ep, FrIday nlght. 8:30 to
9:30, free refreshments for ladies only. 9:30 to 1:00, it turns Into a fullscale campus wide party. See you there! !
God made second halfs to separate the men from the boys.
Joseph L. Settles
Owen I. Truitt
James C. McNutt
Clarence A. Mayer
C. Roy Atkinson

·-------¥,.
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Sigma Phi Epsilon Invltes everyone to their first Fox Hunt party
thls FrIday, Feb. 5. 1be evening will begin FREE for the ladies, who
will be served everyone's favorite ice cold beverage from 8:30 to 9:30
at no charge! BegInnIng at 9: 30, everyone will be admitted and
_welcome to party down until 1:00. Don't miss it!
Sig Ep also wants to thank all who attended the Sigma Phi EpsllonSchlitz Distributor Cerebral Palsy Benefit Party last FrIday nlght.
Everyone had a great time and it all went t9ward a good cause.
Thanks for making it a success I
Just curious - How much do hotel rooms cost In Quasar?
L. - I never knew physics could be so much fun!!

J.
Attention two certain little sisters - Talk to you later (Much later!)
'Ibeshadow
Young, attractive male wanting to meet new friends. Call Stu at
LMP-0069.
Why did "Hen" hate the snow thls weekend? Could it be that he's
" stoned In love"?
Congratulations to Chi Omega's ·new initiates.
Love, Your sisters

Engineer the future
with Union Electric
As one of the natio n' s largest investor-owned
utilit ies, we at Union Electric wa nt to ta lk w ith
graduating Engineers about positions available in 51.
louis and at our Callaway Nuclear Power Plant
under construction i n mid-Missour i.
We offe r exce ll ent caree r opportunities to Electrical.
Mechani ca l and Nuc lea r Engineers. We'll be on
campus :

Friday, February 12
(Photo by Hardesty)
Visit yo ur placemen~ office for more information
and to sign up for interviews . If you are unavailable
for an interview. send you r resume to :
Susan M . Bornholdt
Employment Repre se ntati ve

UNION ELECTRIC COMPANY

__ D _

~-----~
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u.s. Steel invites you

B,
Rival

to check
out
a
career
• lDanagelDent.
In
You're a self-'starter. u,s, Stee l is a com pa ny on the m ove, and we're

majors,

looking for people with the initiative to tackle major projects and push them
through to com pletion,
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D
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SANDWICH GALLERY
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Buy 1 sandwich or salad, get next one of less or equal ' /"'I
o
value at
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You're a fast thinker. Wh ile the clock ticks, you may have to make

dec isions in vo lving the future of thousands of U,S, Stee l peo ple-and the investmellt of millions of dollars,

\be user
calcuJal

You're a team player. At a dynam ic place like U,S, Stee l. guiding and
motivating others is likely to be an important pa rt of your career in
management.

quality,

Today U,S, Stee l is a whole lot more
than the nation's largest stee lmaker.
We're in chemica ls, wit h annual
sa les of over $ 1 bi llion, We're in resource
deve lopme nt. ready to fill industry's
growing needs for coal. iron ore, uranium and other vital m aterials, We build
complex structures all ove r the country,
We offe r engineering services all over
the world, And that's fa r from all.
Join us, and you're im m ed iate ly a
fu ll -fledged mem ber of our management tea m , Your opportun ity for
ad vancement is as brig ht as yo u are,

Meet the U.s, Stee l representati ve
on campus:

Money is good, Fringe benefits are
libera l. And you can take ad vantage of
a variety o f continuing personal-deve lopment program s-incl uding tu ition
refund,
Visit your placement o ffice and
check out the openings our representati ve plans to discuss, But don't wo rry if
what interests you m ost happens not
to be on the list. Just write us with
your qualifications: Dave Bates, College
Re lations, U,S, Stee l. 600 Grant St.,
Pittsburg h, PA 15230, An equal
opportunity em ployer.

@
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United States Steel

Wed., Feb. 17

Good thru February, 1982
813 Pine Street
11 a .m.to7p.m.
..
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I am Joe Miners Calculator
By VIcroR SMAIL
I was born sometime in
1m. I don't remember when
really, all I remember Is
coming alive for a few
seconds as I was mercilessly
jabbed several times. My
. real
birth,
when my
awareness actually began,
was in July of that same
. year. I was at a Campus
bookstore where I was being
demonstrated for Joe Miner.
'Ibis was when I found out
who I really was. I was a
Texas Instrument TI-55
serial no. 2120867 but, I was
always referred to as 'Joe's
Calculator. '
When Joe first brought me
home to his dorm room I had
visions of becoming a
symbol for Joe, to be proudly
displayed on his belt.
Although this was the initial
case things soon changed, as
you shall see.
Anyway, upon our arrival
at his room, he immediately
took me' out of my box and
began punching meaningless
calculations into me. TIle
sensation, which I had first
hated, now was quite
pleasing. Although I did not
understand why Joe was
taking the square l'OQt of a
fraction until he received a

series of nines, I was still
pleased to serve.
TIlen I became aware of
something next to me. It was
called Casio, I think, but I
could see it was inferior to
me. I immediately told Casio
he was a disgrace to the
micro chip. His last words to
me were, "Your time will
come too." I told him to
switch off and die!
Joe, I soon learned, did not
live in the dorm, but was
. merely taking entrance
tests. We left Rolla and did
not return until August for .
the fall semester. Joe didn't
use me much at first, to
balance his check book or to
figure out different combinations of test scores to
find out how to get in the low
end of the curve for each
class (while still getting an
'A', what a dreamer), but I
soon learned my place. I
only rode on his belt one day.
It was until some older
human told him, "Only
nerd's wear those things on
their belts, not EAT pledges,
you scum!" From then on I
was left at Joe's desk on
some kind of slanting stand.
Finally my big day came.
Joe had his first algebra
(since he · did lousy on his
entrance tests, probably

Casto's fault) test and he
took me to class with him.
There was plenty of oiber
calculator's there. One next
to me, another TI, belonged
to someone older but was
being borrowed for the test.
He was lots of fun, for he told
me several reverse polish
logic jokes. I tried to store
them in my memory but he
told me not to bollier since
everybody else already had
heard them. I think now
though that Joe should have
used me more before the test
because he certalnly wasn't
using me correctly then.
After that, one test led to
another.
Trigonometry,
chemistry, calculus, even
economics found their way
through me. Although Joe
wasn't getting his A's (or B's
and sometimes not even C's)
I
was performing admirably. Every time I would
feel weak Joe would charge
me with wonderful direct
current. 'I1lings went pretty
well back then.
So the years passed, and
although I sometimes took
the beating for Joe's shortcomings, life wasn't so bad.
But, I began to reaJize that
my chargings became more
frequent. I always felt tired,
it seems, after only a days

Man your HP's!
By Linda SWeeny

of
,I·
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Rivalries are a common
occurrence at any campUs.
UMR, of course, is no exception to this rule. Not only
are there rivalries between
fraternities,
campus
organizations and different
majors, but there is also an
Unspoken rivalry between
the users of Texas instruments calculators and
the users of Hewlett Packard
Calculators.
Issues often debated are:
quality, cost, ease of use,
capacity, features, the Jist
goes on and on. TIle outcome
of all these arguments
usually depends upon personal preference, need and
finances.
The basic rivalry between

Texas Instruments users
and Hewlett-packard users,
however, is usually a much
deeper, personal attack on
the other person, rather on
the calculator itself. When a
HP user obtains an answer
before a TI user, it Is immediately credited to the
calculator. In this way, it Is
possible to affront the
other's intelligence without
obviously doing so.
The HP user claims that
his is a superior calculator,
and that it can only be used
by a superior person. TI
users, on the other hand,
claim that the HP's must
at
least
three
own
calculators. One is to be used
for classes, another· is
usually being repaired by

(Photo by Gieseke)

use.

It soon became worse
and I began to worry. Joe
wotild simply let me charge
overnight, usually, but one
time he let me charge the
whole weekend. Somehow
this did not help enough
though. For that Wednesday,
during his Physics test I
once again began to feel
weak. I tried to warn Joe by
flashing incorrect computations but he did not
listen. Five days later he
received his test back. The
last thing I remembered was
being hUrled. toward a hard

wall.
When I awoke I found I had .
been seemingly dead for
sometime. Joe had been
fiddling with me and brought
me back to life. SUddenly I
realized there was another
calculator next to me. It was
TI Programmable 59, I was
awed. All those memories,
all those program steps, and
more. I think it insulted me
but it's intelligence was over
my head.
It ' was then I thought of
Casio's words. Poor Casio,

and now me. I was mad,
maybe even jealous. Mad
enough that when Joe
punched some computations
into me I gave him nothing
but wrong answers. It must
have been the heat of the
moment that brought this on.
I now believe it may have
been a foolish jesture on my
part. I never really found out
though for it was about that
time that Joe brought the ax
down and split me into
several mangled pieces. So,
I died as I had lived, at the
hands of an idiot.

the company, anJ tile third

will be either coming from or
going to -the company to be

repaired.
Another Side of the story,
claim the HP's, is that the
TI's always have to spend
time recharging their batteries, while they don't have
to. For their rebuttle, the
TI's remind that the HP
notation is in reverse Polish
notation, which, of course,
resembles the intelligence of
the HP user.
Needless to say, many
other similar attacks are
made by both sides every
day. However, the HP and TI
users do agree on one thing:
other brands of calculators
aren't even worth bothering
with.

Planned Parenthood
Central Ozarks
SERVICES FOR ALL MEN & WOMEN
BIRTH CONTROL exams . supplies . instruction NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING
PREGNANCY TESTING and exams PROBLEM PREGNANCY COUNSELING on
all options: parenthood . adoption . abortion VENEREAL DISEASE TESTING
STERILIZATION COUNSELING & referrals COUNSELING on problems related
to sexuality and reproduction EDUCATION. FILMS, PAMPHLETS
Services are CONFIDENT AL
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM-the fundametal right of every individual to decide
freely and responsibly when and whether to have children - is a reaffirmation of the principles of individual liberty upon which this country was
founded.
ROLLA CLINIC
10328 Kingshighway (314) 364· 1509
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Pharts
' " they say the sweetest things
St. Louis' faVOUrite since 1907.

Puzzles

Games
Can-A-Gift
Wilburs

1107 Pine

364-3161
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The Don McLean Story
BelIevers makes an apt
title for Don McLean's ninth
album, a collection that
expresses his abiding faith in
the power of music and
humanity " in a world that
don't belIeve in nothing
anymore" (to quote the title
song). Since his " American
Pie" exploded onto the
charts in 1971, launching an
international career as well
as an unprecedented media
phenomenon
surrounding
the song (still a perennial on
radio all-time Top-10 lists ),
McLean has earned nearly
50 gold and platinum records
from countries around the
world, and remains a
headline
attraction
in
Europe, South America,
Australia, New Zealand and
Israel as well as America.
Yet for all the worldwide
success in his mUSiC,
McLean has refused to
succumb to the rituals of
popular acceptance. His
material shifts so rapidly
and effortlessly that many
critics have found It impossible to define him ;
within a single album or
show, McLean displays his
facile songwritlng talents on
a vast array of material, as
well as his keen interpretive
abilities on everything from
rock 'n' roll chestnuts to
clJlsslc ballads to traditional
ttInes that are centuries old.
He appears to be a middle
of the road crooner one
minute, gutsy rock 'n' roller
the next, a wry social
commentator in one song, a
deep-rooted folk singer in
another, for all of that Is Don
McLean, as well as much
more. l;Iaving begun his rise
to fame by breaking all the
rules ("American Pie" was
over eight minutes long at a
time when Top-40 radio's
three minute limit was no
less stringent than it is
today), McLeaJ) continues to
or
ignore
categories
regulations, in favor of
music.
McLean's almost global
range is embodied on
BelIevers, produced by
Larry Butler, whose paIring
with McLean on ChaIn
Lightning resulted in the hit
singles " Crying" (a top-5 hit
on the pop, country and
adult/contemporary charts
in America, as well as a
number~ne gold single in
Holland and Britain), " Since
I Don't Have You" (Top-~
on the pop, country and AlC
charts ) and "It's Just The
Sun" (which hit the Top-IS
AlC, and charted pop and
country). rn addition to three
prime McLean cover versions - the Everly Brothers'
and Roy Orbison's "Love
Hurts," a heart-felt rendition of "Love Letters" and
a rollicking "Sea Cruise," BelIevers contains what may
be McLean's most expansive
collection of self-penned
material yet, including an
exquisite reprise of his 1970
hit "Castles In The Air," a
snippet of swing on "Crazy
Eyes," the vocal tour-deforce of "Sea Man" (a true

story about a man McLean
met on the beach in Israel)
and the powerful contemporary
blues
of
" Believers." Be It the
galloping rockabilly of " Left
For Dead" or the beckoning
beauty of his tribute to the
magical
city
of
" Jel1lSalem, "
McLean's
mastery of such varied
subjects and styles has
never heenmore fluent.
Born in New Rochelle,
New York in 1945, Don
McLean grew up with such
wide-ranging musical inspirations as Buddy Holly,
Mississippi John Hurt and
Frank Sinatra, and had
perfonned on numerous
stages by the time he
reached his teens. Concurrently
attending
Villanova University (where
he was part of the folk scene
that included his friend Jim.
Croce ) and Iona College
(where he graduated ), Don
continued to perfonn at as
many clubs and concerts as
possible.
In 1968, McLean sang at a
benefit for the Hudson River
Sloop Restoration with his
friend Pete Seeger, and later
that year was picked to he
the
" Hudson
River
Troubadour" by the New
York State Council On The
Arts. For six weeks he
travelled the length of the
river, playing three concerts
a day, five days a week, in
almost every town along the
Hudson. At the same time
McLean started playing
concerts, opening for Josh
White, Blood, Sweat and
Tears;
Richie
Havens,
Three Dog Night and
Steppenwolf and others.
He recorded his first
album in 1969 with Jerry
Corbitt (of The Youngbloods
fame ) producing, which was
released in 1970 on the
Mediarts lahel after being
turned down by 34 record
companies. When it finally
came
out,
Tapestry
(released a year before the
Carole King album of the
same name ) garnered excellent
reviews
and
established McLean as a
club headliner. In 1970 he
also labored to build the
sloop " Clearwater," launched that year in Bristol,
MaIne, performing 30 concerts with Seeger to help
meet the costs.
In late 1971 he released
American Pie on United
Artists and became the most
successful " new" artist to
break tha t year. The song
heralded the end of a
musical era, and became a
media event that reached far
beyond the Impact of a mere
hit single; McLean's lyrics
were analyzed and reanalyzed by LIfe, TIme and
Newsweek, as well as one
radio and television and in
publications around the
world.
McLean
was
nominated that year for four
Grammy Awards (Best
Album, Best Song, Best
Record and Best Performance ).
Almost
as
amazing as the song

" American
Pie"
was
McLean's follow-up single,
"Vincent,"
his
stirring
tribute to artis Vincent Van
Gogh, that became an even
larger international hit than
" Pie. "
In Hm, he released Don
McLean, a reaction to the
pressures and attention of
sudden stardom. The album
included
the
songs
" Dreidel" and "If We Try,"
both strong chari singles. '
Soon weary of the grueling ,
schedule of world touring
that followed " American
Pie," McLean took a break
from concert performing to
play some low-key club gigs
with mandolinist Frank
Wakefield, which led to the
album Playin' Favorites, an
album
of
non~riginaJs
recorded in traditional folk,
country
and
bluegrass

styles.
" Mountains
Of
Mourne" from the LP
became a number one single
in Ireland, where McLean Is
still a superstar, as he is also
in England, where his
rendition of Buddy Holly's
" E veryday" from the same
album hit the Top-10.
McLean
released
Homeless Brother in 1974, an
album produced by Joel
Dorn that offered nine new
originals like " Wonderful
Baby" (a number one AlC
single), a song inspired by
Fred Astaire, and later
recorded by him, and "La La
Love You," another chart
single.
In 1976, he released Solo, a
double-live
album
that
captured the McLean solo
concern experience, and
included his haunting threepart singalong-" Babylon."

In late 1977, McLean
released PrIme TIme, his
first collection of new
material in two and half
years.
ChaIn Lightning his debut
album
on
Millennium
(manufactured
and
distributed .by RCA), was
released in 1981, featuring
the talents of producer Larry
Butler and a stellar crew of
Nashville session players
like bassist Bob "the King"
Hargus
Moore,
pianist
"Pig"
Robbins,
steel
guitarist Pete Drake, the
Jordanaires (all of whom
played on Elvis Presley's
original Nashville sessions),
and a host of others. An
albu,m with a 50/50 split of
new McLean originals and
classic pop songs like
"Crying," Gene Vincent's
"Lotta
Lovin' ,"
Buddy

Holly's "It Doesn't Matter
Anymore" and "Since I
Don't Have You," ChaIn
Lightning signalled another
milestone
in
McLean's
relationship to American
music, as well as his return
to the top of the U.S. charts.
On the heels of the album,
McLean embarked on a
British tour with a versatile
six-piece rock 'n' roll band
and a nine-plece string
section, enabling him to
perfonn a wide range of
material in any format,
followed
by his
first
American tour with a fuil
band, which featured Garth
Hudson of the Band on
keyboards ' and reeds and

see
McLean
page 21
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Amoco Production Company (USA) is a dynamic, growth
oriented subsidiary of Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
and our achievements have made us a leader in oil and gas production.

... that

• Amoco Production became the top crude oil producer in Te xas in 1980 and ranks fourth nationwide

Erica
Ifscribin
"picker p
·.. that
accomp~

• Amoco Production is among the nation 's top three gas producers

illrsemal

• Am oco Production has opportunities for Petroleum, Mechanical and Chemical Engineers as well as
other engi neering disciplines

film bUJ(1

C!aftsmJ
·.. that I

If y ou, as a ded icated engineerin g professional, desire a challenging career with one of the Nation's leading
co mp an ies, we' re the compan y for y ou . We offer :

SUbject 01
film "
Boo' Elf!

• Excellen t sta rti ng salary an d t op·n otch benefits
• True potenti'al for ca reer advancemen t
• One of the Petroleum industry's best tra ining programs
Accept th is challenge and check with your Placement Office for more information.

,~

. .T&:

AMOCO
' ~I~

Amoco Production Company(USA )
A Subsidiary of Standard Oil Company (Ind.)
An Equal Oppor tun i t y Em p loyer M/F - H/V

Amoco will be
interviewing on campus :

Feb. 10-11
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Must
liberal
arts
graduates accept the secondrate status accorded them
by corporate recruiters?
Not according to Mona A.
Milbrath,
author
of
Credentials: A Guide to
Business Designations. She
suggests that one way to
overcome
industry's
for
the
preference
vocationally
oriented
stUdent is for liberal arts
students to participate in a
professional accreditation
program.
Over a hundred of these
programs are "offered by
various
professional
business associations and
societies. Several encourage
partiCipation by college
students, and a few even
offer students special rates.
Examples of programs
that the author suggests may
be of interest to students are
the Certified Purchasing
Manager (C.P.M.), offered
by the National Association
of Purchasing Management,
and the Accredited Personnel Manager (APM),
awarded by the Personnel
Accreditation Institute.
To earn a certification a
candidate must usually meet
specific education and experience requirements, and
obtain a passing score on a
comprehensive
examination. While it is
unlikely that a student would
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McLean

drummer Bob Henrit from
the group Argent.
Tbroughout his career,
Don McLean has toured the
world primarily performing
solo with his guitar and
banjo, although he has been
backed by everything from
rock bands to bluegrass
groups, to symphony orchestras to a cappella
legends The Persuasions,
among others. The fall and
winter of 1981 will find
McLean headlining a 4O-city
tour of North America,
backed by such musicians as
Darius Brubeck (son of jazz
great Dave Brubeck) on
piano and John Platania
(former
Van
Morrison
guitar ace), renewing the
faith of those believers who
know and love his work
already, and gaining new
converts with -every song.
DID YOU KNOW
... that legendary guitarist
Eric Clapton is quoted as
describing McLean as a
"picker par excellence?"
... that Don McLean is an
accomplished
Western
horseman, a fanatic Western
film buff, and adept leather
craftsman?
... that Don McLean is the
subject of an award winning
film, "Til Tomorrow" by
Bob Elfstrom as well as

from page 20

three BBC-TV specials, an
Irish
Broadcasting
documentary and an Israeli
documentary special?
...that Tapestry, McLean's
first album, featuring back
cover notes by Pete Se-eger
and inner sleeve notes by
Lee Hays (both members of
The Weavers) was dedicated
to The Weavers? The album
opened with "Castles In The
Air" as the first cut on side
one. Homeless Brother,
Don's 5th album was
dedicated to Lee Hays. Lee
Hays died in August of 1981
and Don has dedicated
"Believers", his new album
to his memory and placed
his new version of "Castles
In The Air" as the opening
cut on side one.
... that Fred Astaire came
out of retirement and
recorded
McLean's
"Wonderful Baby," written
as a tribute to Astaire?
... that in one year McLean
set attendance records at
Hyde Park in two different
countries, drawing 85,000
people in. London's Hyde
Park in 1975 ( a crowd exceeded only by the Rolling
Stones) , as well as a record
setting 12,000 Australians at
a concert at Hyde Park in
Sydney?
...that "American Pie"
was the inspiration for the
movie- "The Buddy Holly

be able to acquire the
necessary experience, being
able to cite completion of
" some or all of the parts of the
examination may prove the
key to opening doors which
were previously closed. By
presenting himself as a
candidate for a profesSional
accreditation, a student can
attract a potential employer's
attention
by
demonstrating he is interested in the field as a
career rather than merely
seeking a job.
""
By taking the examination
early in their career,
students can also take advantage of the fact that they
are more acclimated to the
test taking environment than
the bast majority of candidates, many of whom have
been out of school for years.
Students also have access to
preparatory materials that
other candidates may have
diffiCulty in obtaining.
The author warns students
not to overlook programs on
the assumption that they are
not qualified. She points out
that while the Certified
Internal Auditor (CIA) offered by the Institute of
Internal Auditors and the

Story?"
,
nation-wide British concert
... that Don McLean's "So simulcast?
Long Hopalong Cassidy," a
.. .that in the summer of
poem on the inner sleeve of 1979, McLean drew 30,000
the American Pie album, is people to a stadium in Cork,
engraved on a bronze
see
memorial plaque at the
see
hospital where actor William
Engineers
Boyd died?
McLean
... that Don McLean played
page24
page 23
his first professional gig in
1962 at an Israeli Coffeehouse in Manhattan, and - - - - - - - - - - C O U P O N - - - - - - - - - almost twenty years later
had an instant smash hit in
Israel
itself
with
"Jerusalem"
(a
song
McLean recorded for a film
about Jerusalem which he
narrated), tapes of which
were smuggled from the
session and played hourly on
Israeli
radio,
forcing
McLean's label in Isreal to
press up 10 special 12"
copies of the song for those
stations?
.
... that "American Pie"
was first aired on June 26,
1971 on New York's WNEWFM and WPW-FM to mark
the closing of The Fillmore
1107 Pine (Under Sunnywall)
East?
Expires2/7/82 •
... that Johnny Cash wrote .10a.m.to11 p.m .
" I Wish I Could Yodel" after _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ COUPON - - - - - - - - - a singing and picking session
with Don?
.. . that the broadcast of
McLean's London Hyde
Park concert by Capitol
Radio and a network of in122 W. 8th Street Rolla
dependents was the first
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Scooter P I

Bee" Monkey Women & Tunes
SOURCE: SPI
As we last left our hapless
hero, Scooter P .1. he and his
tentative' assistant, Captain
Sheild were in search of
Sphinct Rechant, Rolla
tennis ace, for blackmailing
Scooter's newest client.
Scooter and the Captain had
just entered Bruno's to find
everyone within on the dance
floor.
Scooter's
nimble
deductive reasoning had led
him to the only conclusion:
Monkey Women.
Yes, Monkey Women. A
strange twist of ·nature
perculiar to many small
college towns where the
male to female ratio was
above 3 to 1. In the past this
had not been a problem, for
there were practically no
women at all at the
university anyway. But as
more and more girls saw the
lucrativeness offered by
engineering schools, the
ratio began to even a little.
Yet, as the ratio changed, it
brought more than just girls,
it brought Monkey Women.
Monkey Women were the
types of females who used
their own good looks,
coupled with the males'
mental breakdown, resulting
from the guy to girl ratio, to
their advantage. TI!e most
common problem's they
caused, occurred at bars full
of men quite under the influence of alcohol and
sulking because of lack of
females.
The
Monkey
Women would descend on
these UlIiespecting victims
and ask them to dance,
alluring them with false
promises and lewd gestures.
Before anyone would realize,
the Moneky Women would
have them all dancIng at
once, each trying to impress
one of these buxom beauties
into fulfilling their empty
pledges.
Scooter ran this all
through his mind instantly
and began to formulate a
solution. He knew of only two
people who had successfully
handled Monkey Women in
the past. One was his exassistant, Doc, who had went
to New Orleans to start his
own P .I. business. The other
was
Inspector Heabob,
whose present whereabouts
were unknown to Scooter.
Fortunately, though, Doc
had informed Scooter on the
proper technique. Therefore
Scooter was not unprepared
as the Monkey Women al>'
proached.
There were two of them
and they began smiling at
both Scooter and the Cal>'
tain. The first was slightly
taller than the other. She
was sleek and sexy with eyes
that lit up the night. The
second was also quite a
temptress and what she
lacked in height she more
than made up with through
other physical attributes.
"Gad zooks," cried the
Captain.
" Quiet Captain," Scooter
said, " I had better handle

this."

Both of the Monkey
Women
converged
on
Scooter and began smiling
and winking at him.
" Hi, handsome, want to
dance? " the first purred at
Scooter.
" Come on and dance. It'll
be fun, " the-other said with a
wicked grin.
Scooter knew just the
proper reply.
" Now," he said and
smiled.
"Maybe later," he added
and stepped past them,
heading for the D.J. booth.
"I will, " the Captain said,
oblivious to the situation.
As Scooter reached the
booth he found even Disco
Jim was on the floor gettin'
down. Scooter also saw, to
his dismay, the renowned
helicopter
pilot,
G.B.,
'shakin' his boodle' too.
Scooter entered the booth
and began searching for the
proper solution. He knew
that if he stopped the music a
riot would probably result,
therefore he would have to
play some other tunes.
" Yeah. This ought to do
it," Scooter said as he found
the album he was looking
for.
Scooter placed the record,
a Frank Zappa cut, on the
other turntable and switched
over to it at the conclusion of
the Michael Jackson song
that was being played since
no one can dance to Zappa,
much less understand it, the
result was that everyone
stopped and went to sit
down.
" What did ya do that for,
Scoots?" G.B. called as
Scooter strode up to him.
"Those were Monkey
Women who asked you to
dance," Scooter replied.
" Oh, I guess you did the
right thing then," G.B. said
scratching his head.
The two Monkey Women
came up behind G.B. and
snarled at Scooter.
UYou ruined everything,"
.one said while the other
pouted a 'yeah.'
" Sorry girls, but I'll make
it up to ya in a half hour,"
Scooter offered.
The Monkey Women only
turned and stormed out the
door. Another evil plot failed
by the resourcefulness of
Scooter P .I.
" Let's get a table," G.B.
said.
They sat down and Scooter
found out from G.B. that
Sphinct had not arrived as of
yet. Captain Sheild came up
just then and placed two
pitchers on the table.
" Holy disco's Scooter, you
sure handled that one," the
captain cried.
"Yeah, thanks, now got
get some glasses, huh
Captain," Scooter shot back.
that
clown,
"Who's
Scoots? " G.B. asked as the
Captain headed back to the
bar.
" He's my new assistant,
for now anyway," Scooter
said, then added, "take it

easy on him, he's buyin' the
beer."
The Captain returned just
then with three glasses and
poured everyone a beer. It
was several pitchers later
when Sphinct entered the
barroom.
He went to the bar and
began hailing the bartender.
Scooter told G.B. and the
Captain to go guard the door,
in case Sphinct would try to
leave. This done he went up
toSphinct.
"Hi, aren't you Spinct
Rechant?" Scooter asked.

Sphinct turned and said,
" Yeah, what do you want
buddy?"
"I need to talk to you. Why
don't you get a glass and
have a beer with me."
Sphinct was surprisingly
cooperative and replied
immediately to the offer.
They both sat down and
Scooter poured Sphinct a
beer.
He handed Sphinct the
glass and said, "I want to
talk to ' you about blackmail'"
"Blackmail, "
Sphinct

laughed and took a long
draught from his beer. "You
must be joking."
Just then the glass fell
from Sphincts hand as he
was putting it back on the
table.
"What's the matter?"
Scooter asked as he could
see the wretched look on
Sphinct's face.
In a gasping voice Sphinct
spoke one word, "Gernadine." He then slumped
forward on the table.
Scooter barely caught the
beer pitcher and one glass as

the others fell off the table.
G.B. and the Captain were
at his side in moments.
"Holy pass outs Scooter,
how much did he drink?" the
Captain blurted.
"You really messed up
this time Scooter, he's
dead'" G.B. said, checking
Sphinct's pulse.
"Well, I dld save the
beer," Scooter said, without
much satisfaction.
NEXT
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We've got what you want - a handsomely styled selection
of college rings at a price you can afford. SILADIUM@ College
Rings carefully crafted in the ArtCarved tradition from a fine
and durable jeweler's metal.
Add your choice of custom options to the design you select
and you'll have a ring you'll want to wear for years to come.
But don't delay. Visit the ArtCarved Ring Table and get your
ring at a price that's too good to last!

DATE :

February 4, 5, 8

TIME :

9:30 - 4:00

PLACE:

Thursday Friday Monday

Lobby - l:Jniversity Center East

DEPOSIT REOU IRED. MASTERCA RD OR VISA ACCEPTED.

C1982 ARTCARVED CLASS RINGS . INC.
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Rock

In Were

interesting question: what
makes an album appealing
to -those who can scarcely
afford a new pair of socks?
The answer is this, those who

led up
, be's
!ecking

listen want to be entertained,
and once they find a source
of good caliber, they stick
with it. The group Styx, as an
example is such.

able.

I.

ve !be

WithJut

Their latest release is an
album called "Paradise
Theatre." One would note
that in examining the album,
there is no song titled as
such. And the album really
doesn't touch what one
would cali a "concept,"
unless consideratioon is
made of the songs "Hockin'
the Paradise," and "Nothing
Ever Goes as Planned" both
written by Dennis DeYoung
(the former with contributions by Tommy Shaw
and J.Y. Young). DeYoung
is the sole architect of the
'Theatre' idea. But if the
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listener likes Styx mUSic, or
just talented display of
guitar and keyboard, they'll
most likely have something
good to say about the album.
Even if it is more another
Styx album and less a Styx
"concert" album.
Another group which has
diligently work~ for their
just deserves is REO. In the
tenth (eleventh? Who realiy
counts?) release, REO pas
come up with a stupendous
splash in the recording in-.
dustry.

The album "Hi Infidelity"
climbed to the top of the
album charts and is the
number one selling album,
on many tallies. The writer
of this story was one of the
many adoring fans of this
quintet who forked over the
ten dollars for a seat at their
Kansas City concert appearance, "Tour de Force."

McLean

It Pays
to
Advertise
in the
Missouri

sideration. Number one
albums (or singles) become
that way due to many factors
- most come before the
public ever lends its ear to a
tune. So we eagerly await
Needless to say, the the newest release from our
listening public kept eating old favorites; and, then
up countless dollars on REO . tl\ere are some new groups
plastic, and Instead of the that move us with their
public getting sick, REO musical tales,
Speedwagon got rich. What
is almost a terrible irony in
this story is that REO wasn't
I doubt there are many
even mentioned in the recent who haven't heard of the
Grammy Awards. Critics group "Air Supply." With
claim that was because REO two albums they have
music is not "mainstream" managed both times to
and thus is not an entity successfully place at least
worthy of consideration for one song in the top ten on a
the Grammies. Worthy or major musical chart. With
not, I'd say a top selling "Here I Am," and "The One
album (even of The Chip- That You Love" they exmunks) should be calied press musicaliy a feeling
mainstream. I can't think of that obviously captured the
anything else to cali such an hearts of many Americans
album; but I definitely do
not have that problem whim
.. . And, inevitably, their
considering the Grarruny waliets. I suppose we'll '
Award people.
continue on taking it, as
I suppose that . brings us Journey says, "Any Way .J"!ItLX>=-=Co=<=<:X>=-=Co=<=<::>C::ICO~::XXIC4IC
back to our original con- You Want It."
Songs like "Keep On Lovin'
You," and "In Your Letter"
just · kept coming off this
latest work.
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Ireland, to set an' Irish
... that Don McLean had a
outdoor
musical
per- Top 10 hit in monaural of
formance
attendance "Everyday" (the Buddy
record, which he broke again Holly classic) in England? It
in 1981 by drawing 38,000 was produced by BBC Radio
people to the same stadium?
and featured Don on solo
his
road
... that McLean's song guitar with
"The Legend of Andrew manager adding thigh slaps!
... that Mort Sahl, in his
McCrew," Inspired by a UPI
wire story about a mum- autobiography, Heartland,
Don
McLean
mified black hobo, attracted . calied
Poet
such attention to the dead "America's
man that a campaign Laureate"?
... that McLean appeared
resulted which saw to McCrew's proper burial with a on the first "Midnight
quote from the McLean song Special" in 1974, and was a
guest on the MIke Douglas
on his tombstone?
... that Don McLean's and Merv Griffin shows, as
"Vincent" is played daily at well as PBS's "Great
the Van Gogh Museum in American Dream Machine,"
Amsterdam, and that a copy before he released a record?
... that Roberta Flack's hit
of the song is buried in a time
"Killing Me Softly With His
capsule at the museum?
. ...that McLean's "And I . Song" was written about
Love You So" has charted at Don by Lori Lieberman and
least four times with ver- Charles Glmble and Norman
sions by Elvis Presley, Ed Fox after Lori heard a
Ames, Bobby Goldsboro, and McLean show at Los
Angeles' Troubadour?
a major hit for Perry Como?

... that "American Pie"
was featured in the awardwinning Broadway show
"Kennedy's Children" and
the film "Who'll Stop The
Rain"?

... that in 1973, "KillIng Me
Softly," a song about Don,
beat out Perry Como's
version of "And I Love You
So," a song by Don, for a
Grammy?
... that on New Year's Eve
of 1971, "American Pie" was
the top song of the year on
New York's WABC, and a
year later was number two?
... that McLean's "Winter
Has Me In Its Grip" is a
standard with TV weather
announcers, who use it
annualiy as background
music for blizzard footage?
... that McLean's "Castles
In The Air" charted thrice,
first as the debut single from
Tapestry, later as the flipside to "Vincent" (when
several
programmers

played "Castles" Instead,
causing Billboard to list it
alongside "Vincent"), and
as the debut single from the
album Believers?
... that Don McLean wrote
two songs - I'When Love
Begins" and "The Pattern is
Broken" for the feature film
•'Fraternity Row," produced
and directed and acted by
U.S.C.
students,
which
received raves and was
voted a Top 10 Film by the
Los Angeles Film Critics
Association?
... that "Vincent" was. an
even greater international

hit than "American Pie"
earning gold records in
England, Australia, Holland,
Italy, Brazil, Belgium, New
Zealand and other countries?
... that the original LUe
Magazine'S
final
issue
featured only one music
article - an update on Don
McLean - and had the
words "Ainerican Pie" on
the cover?
... that "American Pie"
defied ali industry conventions when the over
eight-minute single and the
album hit the top of ali three

trade charts on the start of
the new year, 1972?
... that "Vincent" was used
by Leonard Nlmoy in his 1979
presentation of the same
name, and charted again in a
version by Jane Olivor?
...that Don McLean has 15
gold singles, 25 gold albi.uns,
and 10 plantinum albums to
date from countries around
the world?
... that
Believers
and
"Castles In '!be Air" are on
the
Millennium
label
(manufactured
and
RCA
distributed
by
Records)?

-Built-in bookshelves, desks and lamp
-Orthopedic mattress
-Quality paneling and wall-to·wall carpet
-Washer and dryer available at Dorm

Still Have Units
Available for
OCCUPANCY NOW
Also accepting summer
and fall reservations

364-3865 or
341-3974 or
See Manager Bill
in Room A-7 at the dorm
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Engineers
Certificate in Management
Accounting (CMA) awarded
by
the
Institute
of
Management Accounting of
the National Association of
Accountants both require
degrees, neither requires a
specifiC major. The Certificate in Data Processing
(CDP) does not even require
a degree although it does
allow a degree to be substituted for a portion of the
experience requirement.
A final reminder that the
author gives to students is
that since most of the
examinations are scheduled
only once or twice a year,
application fonns sbould be
requested well in advance of
that date.
Credentials, which was
inspired by a student's
question, is published by
. Blue
River
Publishing
Company of Sheboygan,
Wisconsin.
It
contains

Billy K
direCtDr,

from page 21

general information and
synopses as well as the
addresses for over a hundred
programs in accounting,
administration, appraisal,
banking, data processing,
tmance,
insurance,
in-

ternational
business,
management,
manufacturing, personnel, public
relations, purchasing, real
estate, safety, secretarial,
security, transportation and
travel.
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return
Scooter P.I.'s hideout. (P.S. Don't tell anybody that you know where it
is!)
(Photo by Giesecke)
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6 February 82
QU,EEN NOMIN EES

Lori Matsch
Tracie Keller
Karen Fry ;
'Lisa Jones
Patty McLaughlin
Betsy Miller
Natalie Roberts
Noreen Matthews

Favorite Refreshments, Coat & Tie

Management Training Program
Seeking high-potential BS, MS engineering graduates and
MBA (with engineer'ing undergraduate degree) for an on-thejob, 12-month engineering/ management development program in Continental Pipe Line Company, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Conoco Inc. Advancement past development
program into management positions is based on performance
and ability. Check with your Placement Office.

Cost: $3.00 Per Person; $5.00 Per Couple
Tickets: Panhellenic Council, Chi Omega, Kappa
Delta, Zeta Tau, AI pha Kappa
Tickets Available Through Friday 5 Feb.

WE WILL BE ON CAM PUS FEB . 17TH & 18TH.
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National Guard Armory: 9:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
Live Band & Video D.J., Photographs Available

PIPE LINE COMPANY

(conoeo)

MIlItary Ball
Sue Wieting
Roseann Winters
Lisa Howard
Sue Markus
Sharon Berger
Cindy Knapstein
Mary Sue Sons
Carmen Mann '

364-8661 Patty Rooms Available
Call Ahead For Faster Service
. Ask About Our Group Discount
Hwy. 63 N. Rolla, MO 65401

Equal Opportunity Employe, M/ F
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Miners back to winning ways
By LARRY TIPl'ON
" It's nice to get back on
the right track again,"
commented head basketball
Coach Billy Key. It sure
must be.
In
defeating
Lincoln
University,
81-76,
last
Saturday. The Miners broke
a three-game losing streak
and the shooting slump that

had caused it. They continued their success Tuesday
night by beating Evangel
College 82-81. These wins
raised the Miners' overall
record to 12-8.

the season due to a torn leg Coach Key said, "We were
. able to run more thls game
muscle.
"This is bad news for us in than in previous games.
that it weakens us in both That's certainly important
size and abillty," sald Coach for the Miners, who live by
Key. Gibson had been the fast-break.
playing well. He was
Although the Lincoln game . averaging 12.2 points per
"We also had wellsignalled the end of the game, second highest on the
balanced searing, which
Miners' slump, it had a sour team.
helped. " The M1Jlers had
note in the form of an injury.
four men in double figures.
Against the Blue Til!ers,
Kurtis Gibson will be lost for
Guard Rickie Cannon led

Miners to
havenew
.scoreboard
SOURCE: OPI '
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Billy Key, UMR athletic
director, says that our
winning Miners will soon
have a new basketball
scoreboard, provided at no
cost by Daktronics, Inc., in
return
for
advertising
privileges.
DaktrQniCs, Inc., Key said,
, bas the right to sell advertising on the scoreboard
for 10 years and retain the
revenue. After this H)·year
the
period
elapses,
scoreboard
will
automatically become UMR
property.
Under
the
same
arrangement, scoreboards

RESUME OF

will go up on the football
field and in the swimming
pool area.
As part of the package, an
outdoor marquee/message
center is, up 'at the MultiPurpose
Building,
and
another message board is
being installed inside the '
University Center.
The message board is
currently in a pilot stage:
Messages are programmed
by the Office of Public Information.
For more information, call
the
University
Center
reservationist, phone 4399.
A minimal user fee may be
charged to offset operation
costs.
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Bowl Our
Weekend Special
Sat. 2-6 p.m. & Sun. 8:30-11 p.m.

I
I $4.10 val ue for $3!
II Happy Hour
3 games &,Ci large drink

I

Sat. 1 :30-6:00 p.m.
12 Oz. Beer .50

1

I1
I
1
I
I

with 21 points, while Joey
McDowell followed closely
with 19.
Tuesday,
against
Evangel's Crusaders, UMR
had even more balanced
shooting. Five players shot
into double figures. Once
again, they were led by
Cannon, with 22 this time.
The game was not as close
as its 82-81 score indicates.

The Miners had control of
the game throughout the last
few
minutes.
Lincoln's
basket at the buzzer did
nothing but lessen the gap.
UMR will be playing away
games against Northwest
Missouri State and Northeast Missouri State this
Saturday
and
Monday
respectively. Their next
home game is Feb. 13.

A PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYER
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Chevron Family of Companies
An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
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Chevron

See us when we visit your campus Feb. 22-23.
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M-Club
Athlete
of the
Week
This week rather than one
individual, M-Club would
like to recognize and commend the entire Men's
Varsity Wrestling Squad.
The Miner's took third

place in a fifteen team
tournament. An admirable
achievement considering not
a single man was seeded to
place, and nine out of ten
wrestlers did just that.
So
congratulations to
every member of the
Wrestling Team for a job
we1l done.

Faulkner' 5
Beverage
&Mini Mart
Rolla's Coldest Beer
Ice-Cas-Snacks
. DOMESTIC &
IMPORTED WINES

364-6762
1808 N. Bishop
(Across from Sambo's)

The Miner Wrestling team finished third at the Washington

.W-~ 60 or over?

You're eligible to loin the Golden Arch •• Club . Membership FREEl I NO
DUESI I Your Membership card entltl •• you to a 10'-. DISCOUNT on food
and drink purchas •• at the Rollo and St. Robert McDonald', PLUS the
m.rchont. of1d .ervlce people will honor your Golden Arch..
McDonald's Wants You! following
card for .peclal laving • . •om. 10% or mor.111
Abl. lock & Key . Commonwealth ThltOlres . K·Morl , UMR Athletic Events , National Supermarket. Rollo Coble TV . Cenlerr. Bonk of Rolla ,

~{)

,. ,
ft
.
~.

KIDS I KIDS I KIDS I

....,

11 and und.r , Irlnt a ,.H·mad. Val.ntln.
. mad. out to Ronald Mc.Donald-,lgn your
nom• . ag. , addr.... You will rec.I.,. a bag

~

Lynch Brothers Furniture . Rollo . Bishop Clothing . Estey Jewelers . Genny's House of Fashion . Helen 's Gift Shop . larry's Flowers . Miller
Gloss . The Frome Shop . Rollo Hairstyling , Needle Crah . Norman Dee Motel, Prinling Plus , Quality Tire & Mutfler Ser... ice, Re ... co Drugs ,
logos Book Store . Dennis Chapman Toyqlo . Jenny's Antiques , The Flea Market , Mule Trading Post . Mule Chino & Pottery Shappe , Riggs
Plumbing & Eleclric, B & L (Office Equ ipment) . Orkin Pesl Conlral. PDQ Print Cenler . The Hoirberdashery . Culligan Waler Sohening,
Rollo Furniture New & Used . Diehl Monlgomery Ford -Lincoln . Key SPOr1 Shop· Rollo & SI. Robert . Missouri Ozark Upholslering . Re -Sellit
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M
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There's more in the middle
of on Egg McMull in than on
egg i:

~:f~n~,?le of

1~

Ends F.b.
or whil. supply lasts .
SPACE SHIP HAPPY MEALTM
Ends F~b , 28 or while supply lasts.

Big Piney . Duke , Onondaga Ca ... e Stole Pork , Leas burg . Strausser D,u9 . Sulli ... an . Jerry's RCA & Appliance , Sulli ... a n . Wa lly's Tru -Value
Hardware . Sulli ...an , Fairway Drug , Sulli ... an , Uplown Pharmacy , Sulli ...on . Bourbon Rexoll Drug , Cuba , Wilderness Ridge Resort. Duke ,
Drury Call.ge . Ff. Wood Extension . Mid-Ozark Cinema I & II , Solem , Lynch Furn ilure & Appliance 1ft Acre Store. St. Robert . Exotic
The Emporium . Rollo . Bore Tops . Rollo . Che<.k with McDonald', Rolla or St , Rob.rt . Mo., dally to , •• which oth.r m.rchants will honor
your Gold.n Arch., Card , You Oeser .... 0 Break Todo~
Specia l discounls a t porticipol ing McDonald's

2

WHISTLER 'S NIGHT
Wolf whistl.·win a bog of
fries . Wh~S~~;~ixie-win a
6 p .m .. 9

~.m.

TRICK NIGHT
Cord frick-win a bog of
fries . Coin Irick -win a
burger . Make yourself

d;soPp;o:,-;~~ ~.b~~akfost

JOKE NIGHT
Get 0 chuckle · win a
bog of fries .
Mokebus 1~lgh.wln a
" N:

5

GOLDEN ARCHES CLUB
Bill (GA No . 111 ): "Where
were you born?"

~.::::~o::~~';'yOU

Archi~E~~~~d~;' 110):

DAVE 'S BARBER SHOP
(Rall o's Clip Joinl )

,

00 .... : 'Would you soon.r
lose

y:~~~;?~r your

m.

VALENTlNE'S DAY

IMITATOR NIGHT

16 CALL OF THE WILD NIGHT 17

LAUG H NIGHT

I.

!m~~t:,o,~.~~i~~tt:~W!~

.. T.....o all b.ef patti.s .
Wolf howl · win a bog of Iries . laugh for 30 secondS-Win a
special souce . I.ltuc... .
onlmal . win a burger. Im ilote
Tonan yell -win a burger
bog 01 fr.es Lough for a
ch •• s. , pickl.s . onions on
a laughing hyena · win a
Coyote howl·w in a breakfasl .
minute · win a burger .
a sesame s.ed bun ."
breokla ~ 1
6 p . m 10 9 p .m
6 p . m . to 9 p .m .
Soy il in 3 seconds · wln a
" Sundaes . cones . and
" It's 101. and ,he's dancing
bag of fr ies . Soy it in 2
"At a loss for words and
apple pi.s,
with teors in h.r ey.s .
sec:onds -win a breokfosl .
butt.rflles quick.n .
Great deu.rts for a ll
If h. doesn't donc. fosl.r .
Tok. h.r to McDonold's for
you guys .
sh.·11 miss h.r
6 p .m . to 9 p .m .
WASHINGTON' S BIRTHDAY
a hot McChick.n. "
McDonold','ri.s ,'·

19
Nick Pr.ston : ''1'.,. b.en
,k o tlng for hours on .nd:·
Sora Pr.ston : "Maybe you
ought to 10k.

I.non, ' "

20
Brad Crut, : " If you don't
marry m •. I'm gonno get a
rope and hong my •• 1f right
in front of your hou' • . :'
Tracy Butch.r: " Pleo,e don't
do thot , Brod . you know
foth.r do.sn·t wont you
hanging around' "

I" bubble· w in a bog 01 fries . G.t a chuckl.-..... in a bog of
3" bubbl., wln a burger
'r i.s. Mok. us lough-win a
S" bubble -w in a breokfast.
6 p .m . to q p _m .

breakfast . 6 p .m . 109 p .m .

Wolf whistl.-wln a bog
01 fr ies .

Co rd frlc k ,wln a bog of Ir le s
COIn tflck , wln a burger

WhIStle Dlxi.-win 0 burg.r .
6 p .m . to 9 p .m .

6 p m to 9 p m

yOuts:I~~~~~~~:tar -wln

Jomi. And.rson :
"M,Oo',90,
••' O""k' .'hm"ucdo,f!."

~::;:d~~:t:g ~n~:;s~y~a:~:'a~;'~ ' ~~~Soo~t~-::~

F.b . IS· Uni.... rsity of Mlssouri· Sf. Louis . McDonald',
Tug of War Champlon,hlp, . SWIMMING --F .b.
S-Northeest Missouri Stat • . F.b. 6-Sout h'Y.st Missouri
Stat •
WOMEN'S IASKETIALL.·Feb , ~ - Evong.1 ColI.V. ,
McDonald', la,ketball R.lay, at halftlm • . Feb.
IS. Un i.... rsi ty of Missourl ,SI . Lou i" McDonald',
aa,ketboll R.loys Seml.flnal" Feb . 19-5IU Ed.....ord.
s ... ill. . McDonald', lask.tball W.lay, Finals
WRESTlING •• F.b . S. 6. Northeost Miuouri
ROLLA HIGH VARSITY HOME GAME!
IOY'S IASKETIAll·· F. b . 2·Springf l.ld. Feb 9 ·St .
Jam., . WIESTlING ·· Feb , I - l.banon . Gill ' S
IASKETIALL .. Feb, ~ - Woynesvill. , Feb. 15,.-SuIli...on,
Feb . 18-Jeff City, F.b. 26--Glendol.
NEWBURG HIGH VARSITY HOME EVENTS

~~~'!_L~C~~::.T=-~~;~ ~;C=!:i~~I=:
Feb_ 16--Stoutlond. GIRl'S IASKETIALL •• F.b . I -Dixon ,
Feb. 4-St •• I.,iII.

CASINO NIGHT

"McDonold's Gift Cer ·
"A MCDon:I~;~~reaklost is
"McDonald', r.slauranl
Margot.t (Ook Meodow's
D. ihl Montgom.ry ' "Tm
tifieOt.5 a w.lcome tr.ot ,
Ihot you shar.,
you .... . d lsco .... red what's
each & e"'ery doy .
Famous Ch.f ), ·Well. it was
,ur. of II , il runs into a
As a lo ... ing g ift .
Treel h.r to McCh1ck.n .
di ... in.:'
Are proud of Ih.
ground this morning :'
nlc. li"l. fi gur. :
it can 'I b. beol :'
she'll reoolly know you cor • . ~
s.r... icemen of Ihe U.S.A:'
...----c=::-:-:7:C,-::-:.,..,.,--:2::.+- - -- - - - - . . . . l - - - - ' - - - - - ' - - - f - -- - - - - - - - ' - -- - - - - - - - f - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - ,S::E::C::RE::T'"'A-=-R':-:E:-S---i
CREW PERSON O F THE MONTH
SECRETARIES CORNER
8'RTHOAV PARTIES
UMRMEAl PLAN
MIKE GHAYOUM
Next me.tlOg Feb . 9 01 ,h. Hub R.slauront Fl . Wood
Iil:ightb~:zr~s~lns a
Spur . St Robert. Mo . at 6' 30. Speakers WIll be John Row
J
A ~
CREW BIRTHOAYS
We Caler 10 all og.s
j 'L- ~ ... -} '--r/:_
Do .... W.inbaum · "Son . I'm
sponklng you be<aus. I
Sign / Stan.
No lun! No munt COII ' us !
L-10.... you :'
F.b
I WlII lam Basch
Aquorlus Am.thyst
SECRETARY OF THE MONTH
341 ·21 BO. ask lor monag., . }A'n'-:r,wo,
I....? ..I~ 1<..
AquariUS Am.thys,
F.b
2 Christy Bullock
Aquari US Amethy"
SHEILA JENKINS (New Member)
Nome _-,-_ _ _ _ _
Aaron "Id sur. Ii k. 10 be
F.b 13 Sondra Graham
big .no ugh to return
PISC. S Ameth ys t
SECRETARY AT UMR CHEMICAL
McDonald 5 birthday cok.s FIll out and g ..... to mon0.ger
Feb . 22 He' ga Lun15fo rd
yo ur 10 .... '
PIS ces Am ethysl
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
a ... a.lable for home porll.S Onew.nn.ngenlrypermonlh ,
Feb 2S Th.r.so Keuu

'F

.:r

tenwre

WO';;c~ Eng;no

'fDu Ihink J.rry Brown's
fac. 1$ her fort un. :'

Craig Thomas : "I hop.
'0 too !"

c~lt~o~;: ~:t~:c~u;"sll~:I;;~L~~~: f~:~~;~~'~~:~t"

•

George Montgom.ry "So .

" If you always give h.r
flow." or candy

Thisl
accom~

Athlet.of,h.Wefl
Teamofth.W....
Moria Holm.s (A BS)
N.wmon
UMR VARSITY HOME GAMES
MEN ' S IASKETIAll •. F.b . 2 - Evong.1 ColI.g. ,

SALEM HIGt:t VARSITY HOME GAMES
Feb. 2· Mountoin Gro .... . F.b , 13--Home<:oming . W.,t
Plain, . F.b . 26-Rollo . McDonald' , Shooto"" Of
halftlm • .
Club Chili SVppM Of gym .
JOHN F. HODGE VARSITY HOME GAMES
lOY 'S IASKITlAll ,, '.b . s-N.w Ho .... n , F.b .
16· H.rrman . Feb . 19 ·0w.ns ... ill. . McDanald',
Shootout at halftlm. , GilL'S IASKETIALL··Feb.

...--,U7.M7.R:-M=EA'"'l-:P"'l.,.A"'N-""""21+!!!:8~U~8:::8~lE:..:G::U~M~N':!'c:G~H:O'T~22:::+---='::J':'O-'K':'E':'N::"-'G-'H':'T=--:27.f--""W"H:::'S:-:T'"'lE"R:::·S'"'N"'G=HT:--'2.'-+--="'T7R,"'C"'K"-N"'G=""HT"'--,2:-;5+---------;2;-;.+---------;2~7
Prof •• sor Bob Montgom.ry:
"I hope I d idn' t s. . you
look ing 01 someone .Is.s
poper . Cra lgl "

•
-

l

The
tamed I
!he
weeke
Univers
st. Looi
!heover

UMR INTRAMURALS • MEN
Athl.t. of the Wefl
Team of the w..ic

Say .1 In 2 seconds.
bog of Ines
6 pm 10 9 p .m

SLOGAN NIGHT

•

~:;:':ls~~rea~~ce~r~~r~:~f~~I~a~n::li~':~ ~:ir~:-~~r~~~~oe:~e~:~~;d~ ,~~~:.aB~!kl~f ~~~:,~,R~:~~~~~~:~e&~~!I':J~~~o:"D~~~~ :

" Really ..... anl 10 see a smil. "A frIendly 10"'. of people
wonder , no molter where
Bill : "Ha ..... did Ihaf
lloyd : "My life . of course .
upon that littl. face?
IS someth ing ..... e demand
you room , McDonold's
happen?"
I'll ne.d money for my
'~'en!'r o'foE-nbl
Tr.ot him to a happy m.ol
of e ... eryone we hire .
fri.ndly ser... ice will make
Archie : "Th. usual way ."
old ag. ...
WI
U4I
. ..
Of th.ir la ...onte plac.:·
Ta le nd a help Ing hand .
you f •• 1 at home :'
...--==:.,..:===----c:+---------~-=:-:-====:__=_f---:-:-:-:-:===-,,:+-~=:...:.::::...::.:..:.:=.::....--:-:t---------:-:+---------,-1
UMR MEAL PLAN
SLOGAN NIGHT
HULA HOOP NIGHT
LAUGH NIGHT
10
B.UBBLEGUM NIGHT
11
12
13
I hoop-win a bog of fries .
laugh fo r 30 s e conds ,wln a I" bubble · win a bog of fr ies .
Allison Ho ldaway : "Did
"Choosey cheese choosers
bog a . 'roes Lough lo r a mm ·
3" bubble-win a burger .
Susan Johnson enjoy h.r
3 hoops · win a burger.
8.tty Stout : "Tell
the
always soy che.5e pleas.
story of the polic. raiding
S.nior Citizen , I hoop-win
ul e· w.n a bu rger
S.. bubble· win a breakfast. Bo Powell : "Can you ke.p a
dole wjthn "~hn,?!ill.y lasl
wh.n they choose Ihe
a breokfosl. 6 p .m . to 9 p .m .
6 p m to 9 p .m
6 p . m . 10 9 p .m .
secr.t . Laulo? "
•
your frot.rnity :·
ch •• se in Ih. cheesent;;;r
~oaru:~ri:o ';~~n""'~;r
burgers 01 McDonald's :'
"My d.or McCh1cken :' ,aid "Wh.n a 10 .... ly lady's ready
Brion Candido: ··Oh . Ihot's
"Moth.r·s
Doy
's
for
lo
...
in·
Lauro
Powell
:
"
I
ca
n
;
bul
Soy il in 2 sKonds· win a
lif. 1 When he storied to
Big Moe .
and .....o it ing to be woo.d ,
a closed chapter now ."
h.r w ith all your heort
it's ju,t my luck to tell
bog of fries
eol h i, soup, fi.... couples
"Lettuc. elope and not
Dinner 01 McDonald's
Breakfa't 01 McDonald' s
things to others who can'!,' got up and began doncing _"
6 p . m . to 9 p ,m .
come
bock
:'
Will
s.t
the
p.rfect
mood
."
Is a p.rf.ct way to s tart ."
UMR MEAL PLAN
14
··H.y Bolt • .,.: did you heor
they put a choir In George
Wo,hlngton', gra .... ? ..
"Oh yeoh , Doc . whol for? "
"Why , for Rigormortls to
,it in' "
Submitted by Jull.
" Doc" Sexton

~

MENU MUSIC CHANTTM

~~:~k~;~~~,~~~ueur~ ·F~~~:: 'B~~~.I~~~~~~i:~~~~:sbe~2~1!eBr~:.r~~~ ~i~~~lf~~~~~:I~!~:~'F~;;:~~ ~o~~1:1~~~~~I~~~i~~~~~~b~~es~:::r\~

...----'.::f_'_f':.:~O:::~:::~:-:f~::~::-.:':~::.t-'-'h:::,..:U-'-f:;Ob::.-'I..:.'-.:..:I'::-:,.,O='N=O'"'A:-:Y.,...::==r=='----=TU=ES"'O=-=A7Y,---.---'"'W=E=O-=-N::E::S=O'"'A:-:Y.,----r--=TH=U=R=S=O:-:A:-:Y:--'---F"'R:::I=O:-:A:-:y:-----,---:-:S:-:A:-:T::U.."R:::O=-A=Y'--' Docn N~;~ \~gT~~LRALS
SLOCANNIGHT

By

DON'T MISS McDONALD'S ANNUAL

UMR Intramural Men', Tug of War &
Balketball Relay of all UMR
vanity home game •.
Shootoutl I Tug of Wan 0110 at
neighboring High School.

Women ',

100,,"

8.Ow.ns"i:~. ~~I:~I:~'b.T~:_~~s~~t:

hatftlm. ,

Feb. 12, 1982, Phi Koppo Th.to lilli. Si"",. . proc.ed,
n
Cho
VALENT90
IN;E' C,oH A R'IT
' ''
y · OANCE
AI Nosh ... ill. P.nnont Hall , Sponsored' ' Loyal Order
of Moos._ Feb . 13 at 7:30 p .m . Proc..-ds go to Rollo
0 ;09nool ic C!;nic SpecIal O'ymp;cs
BLUE & GOLD BANQUET
C u b ~out
<.
Pa c k 8' - Tues d oy . F• b . .I.~
~ . ,..,0.1.
FOR GRADE SCHO'OL AND JUNIOR HIGH
·AWhn.wY o',ho_ u_'d_ o _m_o_n_n_o_v o_, _,o
_ '_' ,_oc
_ ,_o_,,_ ;_n _o_c_o ,_n_" _o '_d?_"
Nom. _ _-:-_ _ _ _ _ _ _,----c:-:-_ _
Fill out and 9'''. to monag.r, w ln a bog of 'rl.s
(On. wlnn.r per per~n per month .)

J
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MISSOURI MINER

Intramural Basketball Schedule

Tankers rout UNI
good note, winning in a time
of 3: 18.3.
Miner coach Bob Pease
was pleased with his team's
performance,
which he
characterized
as
"consistently strong. " No one
qualified for the National
Division II championships
(March 18-20 in Clarion,
PennsylVania), but Pease
noted that the Miners have
five meets left in which to
They've shown
qualify.
steady progress, and continued shaving of times
should put sev~ral swimmers in the time range
necessary to qualify for the
Nationals.
The Miners have two dual
meets this weekend, as they
play host to Northeast
.Missouri State at 7:00 p.m.
on Friday, and meet Southwest Missouri State on
Saturday at 1: 00.

By GEruw GOEKE

meet. Becker, who was
named
the
Coca·Cola
The
Miner
Tankmen
Swimmer of the Meet, also
hosted the University of
swam the butterfly leg on the
Northern Iowa last Satw-day
400-yard
Medley
Relay
at the UMR pool, and the
team, joined by Dave
Miners showed UN! just how
Wisdom, Don Havey and
tough they could be, winning Jerry Flowers.
by a score of 75-38.
Other event winnerS · in·
Last year, when the
cluded Chris Aria, who
Miners traveled to Cedar posted a victory in the 200
Fans, they squeaked out a
Freestyle in a UMR seasonvictory with a win in the 400best time of 1 :48.13; P. R.
yard Freestyle Relay. This Stricker in the 200 Individual
year, the outcome was never
Medley
(2:00.54);
Mike
in doubt. The Panthers
Shive in the 100 Freestyle
stayed close for the first 6
(49.66); Ed Krygier in the
events, but a sweep in the
200 Backstroke, a Miner
200-yard Butterfly leO by
season-best of 2:03.92; and
freshman Bill Becker set the _ Don Havey, another UMR
tone for the second half of Season-best in the 200
the meet. Becker's time of Breaststroke (2: 18.18). In
1: 59.85 was a personal best,
addition,
the
400-yard
and the first time that a
Freestyle Relay team of
UMR swimmer finished in
Aria, Shive, Flowers and
under two minutes in a dual
Stricker ended the meet on a

[

Ithan one
b Would
IlI1d com-

e Men's

~~
en!eam
~able

leringnot
~to

ten

ut of
)at.

lklns to
of the

!or a iob

Feb.7 ...

6:30,
7:30
8:30
9:30
10:30

ABS:SigEp
TJHA-TKE
KA-SigNu ,
APhiA-PiKA
RlIA - Beta Sig

ROTC·CSA
Newman - Delta Sig
BSU-AEPi
KAPsl-CCH
Pi Kap Phi - Lambda ChI

Feb. 9

5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00

GDI-SigNu
Wesley-TKE
ABS-TJHA
MHA-East - Pi KA
MHA-West - SigEp
Phi Kap - Tech Eng

Theta Xi - CCH
SlgPi-CSA
A E Pi - Lambda ChI
Econ - Delta Tau
Newman - Acacia
Sig Tau - Triangle

Feb. 10

6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00

KA-BetaSig
APhiA-RlIA
"WHA-DK
"Stardusters - ChI 0
Tech Eng - SlgEp

Econ - Newman
ROTC - Acacia
"Newman - TJHA
Vets - Delta Tau
CSA - Delta Sig

Feb. 14

7:30
8:30
9:30
10:30

"ZTA-ABS
"AWS - Wesley
KapSlg-TKE
MHA-West-TJHA

"DofN-GDI
Pi Kap Phi - Triangle
KAPsi-SigTau .
ROTC-Econ

Feb. 16

5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00

Wesley-ABS
Phi Kap - Sig Ep
MHA-East - RlIA
GDI - Beta Sig
Campus - Sig Nu
KA-APhiA

Theta Xi - Slg Tau
CSA-Acacia
Pi Kap Phi - KA Psi
A E Pi - Triangle
Sig Pi - Delta Sig
BSU - Lambda ChI

Feb. 17

7:30
8:30
9:30
10:30

Tech Eng - TJHA
Campus - Pi KA
Wesley - MHA-West
KapSig-ABS

CSA-Econ
Theta Xi - Pi Kap Phi
Vets-Newman
AEPi-KAPsi

Feb. 18

7:30
8:30
9:30
10:30

GDI-APhiA
Sig Nu - Beta Sig
Phi Kap-TKE
MHA-East - KA

BSU-CCH
Lambda ChI- Triangle

Feb. 22

7:30
8:30
9:30
10:30

Kap Sig - MHA-West
Tech Eng - Wesley
SigEp-TJHA
Campus - Beta Sig

Lambda ChI- KA Psi
Vets-ROTC
BSU - Triangle
CCH-SigTau

Feb. 23

7:30
'8:30
9:30
10:30

"WHA-ABS
"GDI - MHA-East
Sig Nu - A Phi A
PiKA-RlIA

"ChI 0 - Wesley
"Stardusters - TJHA
AEPi-ThetaXi
CCH - Pi Kap Phi

Feb. 24

7:30
8:30
9:30
10:30

Phi Kap-TJHA
Sig Ep - Wesley
TKE-ABS
Sig Nu - MHA-East

Sig Pi - Acacia
Delta Sig - Econ
CSA-Vets
Delta Tau - Newman

Feb. 25

7:30
.8:30
9:30
10:30

"KD-GDI
Tech Eng - Kap Sig
Phi Kap-ABS
TJHA - Wesley

"ZTA-DofN
"Newman - AWS
Delta Sig - Vets
Acacia - Econ

Mar. 2

6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00

Campus - RlIA
Beta Sig - A Phi A
PiKA-KA
TKE - MHA-West
Sig Ep - Kap Sig

Delta Tau - ROTC
Sig Pi - Newman
BSU-SigTau
,T riangle - KA Psi
Lambda ChI- Theta Xi

Wrestlers finish
third at Wash U
By MARKA. COOK
The Miner wrestlers attained their best showing of
the wrestling season last
weekend at the Washington
University Tournament in
st. Louis by placing third in
.--- the overall team standings.
This years best effort was
accomplished as nine out of
ten wrestlers won places in

the meet. Following conservative losses to SWMO
State and Northwest Mo., the
Miners came to St. Louis and
scored 83% points to place
third
behind
champion
Wheaton with 151 points and
second place Elmhurst with
85'14 points.
.
The Miners had two silver
medalists in Jim Sickmann
at 134 pounds, and Scott
Ch:iImers at 150 pounds.

Taking thirds were 118
pounder Mark Weston and
Kirk Avery at 177. The
Miners also took two fourth
places, one fifth place, and
two sixth places.
Scott Chalmers now leads ·
the- team with an 8-6 record
this season. The Miners now
look forward to tough
Northeast Missouri in a
home duel match this
weekend.

EN.
oIt1KWooI<

Becker receives honor

TechEngi1l.

",EN

loItlKwooI<

Pa e27

Sig Pi - Delta Tau
Delta Sig - Acacia

N• ..",.,

~colI.g •.

SOURCE:OPI

II:J.South.C'"
'III of Wet.
1\<00<001.
~ING .. "b.

Senior
forward
Pat
Becker,
who' led
the
University of Missouri-Rolla
soccer team in scoring this
past.season, has been named
to the All-Midwest FirstTeam in a vote of the
National Soccer Coaches
Association of America.

wMiuouri

1.1 Collegl.
iltlmo. Fob.
1*001101('

.SIU

Edwo'"

lay. fln.l.

.......

GAAIE!
feb

The results were announced by the associatin's
All-American ·
Selection
Committee.
Becker, the UMR career
scoring leader, fired in 17
goals last year to lead the
Miners to an 11-7-1 record.
He also shares the school
record for most goals scored

in a game (three) .
"Pat was one of the big
reasons
a
second-year
program like ours was able
to attain some of the success
that it did;" said UMR
soccer coach Paul McNally.
" When the game got tight,
the other players would look
for Pat to come through with
a key goal. "

- - - COUPON -041_041_041_~_~_~

9-SI.

GIIL'I
".1~S.1I""',

VESSEL.L'S RACQ~ET CLUB

!Iol.

~ EVlNTS

.... ';chl"'/,

With this coupon get

1,;..,-,

Feb. 1·Dixon ,

1 HOUR FREE COURT TIME
z

oa..
::l
o
U

With purchase of membership

$25.00/semester
ALL

!

I STUDENTS
I .

L

~

.•...
-

I

n
oc:

."

ALL

oZ

STUDENTS

Located' at 1910 N. Pine (Behi,nd Nod-A-Way)
-----COUPON_,_p_n_o_o_o.i

~------------

HOLLEYS', GYM
FOR MEN & WOMEN
Get back in shape
for the summer to come!
·Squat Racks • Leg Ext. & Curl. Lat
Machine ·Pro Sit-Up Back Boards
·T-Bar Rowing ·Stationary Bikes •
Rower • Hyper Extension

Over 3,000 Ibs. of free weights
plus lots more!

COME IN OR CALL 364-7373

STUDENT RATES
MONTHLY &
BY THE SEMESTER
Hwy. 72 & Pete

-----

--~; l
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l eu· Wol Mort Sells for less· Wo t Mort Sells for leu. Wol Mort Sells for LaB. Wol Marl Sell\ lor l ess. Wol Mor' Sell\ 'or Leu. Wol Mort Seth for less. Wol Mort S.II" fo r leu· Wo l Mo rl !>. II ,

WALiMART

Hwy~

63 S_ & Hwy_ 72 E_ Rolla
Open Mon_ thru Sat_ 9 a_m_ to 9 p-~~ ,

Prices good thru Sat., Feb. 6, 1982

Gym Shorts
-50% poly/50% cotton
-S·M·l·Xl
-Assorted colors
-Contrast trims

Men's Novelty
T-Shirts
-50% poly/ 50% c'o tton
-Assorted colors and prints
-Sizes S·M·l·Xl

years
signiliCal

history
educatiOE
11166, shol
the Ci~
members

110 Lb. Barbell Set
Unisonic Calculator
-lC 465

~

Gillette
Right Guard

!Stab .

-10 oz.

iheologiCl

educatio
cIergymeJ

Within
lliIlcept I
inclUde I
Iilrtnal •

Men's 6 Pack
Tube Socks
-Over the calf
-Size 10·14
-85% orion acrylic
-15 'Y. polyester

WAL-MART'S AOY.ERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY-It Is our intention to have every advertsed item In
stOCk, however, It due 10 any unforeseen reason . an advertised Item Is not available lor purchase . WeI·Mart
wlllisaue a RaIn Check on request. tor the merchandise to be purchased at the sale price whenever available , or
will sell you 8 similar Item at. comparable reduction in price . We reserve the right to limit Quantities .

Wilson Tennis Balls
-3 optic yellow balls
-Championship quality
-No. T·1051

WAI;MART

inltituti~

General ()
01 the lou

tUne, co

SOCial

